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A Request for Help
I am using my editorial space in this issue of QEX to ask you, my readers, for some help. I am 

always pleased to hear from authors, whether new or seasoned writers, who would like to submit 
an article for publication. Obviously, that is great. I know many more of you have ideas for articles, 
or have projects that you may not have even thought about writing up for publication. I encourage 
you to take that step of sharing your knowledge (or questions/frustrations) with your fellow QEX
readers. 

I need your help in a number of ways when you submit your work for possible publication. We 
prefer to receive manuscripts in electronic format, normally submitted by e-mail. You can reach 
me at a number of ARRL e-mail addresses; perhaps the easiest to remember is qex@arrl.org.
Of course you can also send manuscripts to ARRL Headquarters through the mail, and if you 
submit your article that way, please include in the package a CD with the article files and any 
related materials. 

We use Microsoft Word to prepare articles for publication, but you can submit files using other 
word processing programs. Many of you are using Open Office. I’ve learned that Open Office has a 
very effective file converter, so it is easy to open those files and save them as “article.docx” or 
“article.doc” files. Could you do me the favor of converting your article and sending me the Word file? 
If you aren’t confident that the file will translate correctly, send both the “.odt” and “.doc” or “.docx” 
files. That way I can look at the original Open Office file if something doesn’t look right in Word.

That’s just one example. When you prepare graphics for your article, you might be using a sche-
matic capture program or a variety of CAD or drawing programs. While our graphics folks can deal 
with most formats, we find that most of those drawing programs are able to produce “image.jpg,” 
“drawing.bmp” or “chart.gif” files. Adobe PDF files are also easy to use. A few months ago it seemed 
like everyone was sending Microsoft Visio graphics files. We don’t use Visio, and don’t have a current 
version on our computers. I learned that Visio has a nice file conversion utility. Please use those 
conversion utilities to save your graphics files in one of the preferred file formats.

If your article includes photos (and what article doesn’t look better with a few nice photos?) 
please keep in mind that we need at least 300 dots per inch of resolution at the printed size, for 
publication. Most modern digital cameras will easily produce images with suitable resolution. In 
general, use the highest resolution setting available on your camera, and use the jpg format. 
When you are setting up your photos, take a look at the background and consider how that will 
look when it is printed in QEX. If your workbench or operating table is as cluttered as mine, you 
may want to clean off a space or shoot the photo somewhere else. A bed sheet draped over a 
card table or other surface can provide a nice clean background, and perhaps give you better 
contrast to show off your project. Setting the project on your bathroom (or kitchen) floor tiles may 
not be the best idea, either. The wild pattern in your carpet may also be distracting! 

Proper lighting is a challenge to capturing good photos. An on-camera flash often creates 
excess glare or “hot spots” reflected in a display or glossy chassis. You can use a couple of flood 
lights to light everything evenly from both sides, although incandescent bulbs can give everything 
a red tint. Also be careful of how shadows will affect your picture. Natural sunlight often provides 
the best color, and although we don’t print QEX in color, you might end up with a possible cover 
shot. Direct sunlight can also cast harsh shadows, so you should be careful of that, too. You don’t 
need to have a professional photographer take your pictures, and we don’t expect you to provide 
perfect photos, but with a little care, and attention paid to potential problems, you can produce 
excellent shots.

Many QEX articles involve showing oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer screens. Most modern 
oscilloscopes and spectrum analyzers provide some way to store the screen image to a digital file. 
Still, for many of us, the only way to capture those images is to take a photo of the display screen. 
This leads to a number of problems, including finding a way to align the image properly in the view-
finder, and getting a nice square image. Too often these photos come out blurred on one side, or 
with excessive “pin cushion effect” in which the sides and/or top and bottom bulge outward. 

In this issue, Sam Green, WØPCE, describes the oscilloscope camera mount that he built. With 
this simple device made from scrap wood, Sam found a way to position his camera at the proper 
distance from the screen to fill the image area with the display while keeping the camera lens 
centered on the screen and parallel to it. Sam has produced some excellent oscilloscope photos. 
Read his article and think about how you could make something similar to ensure the proper 
alignment of your camera for scope photos.

Many authors want to submit their work in an article layout format, complete with drawings and 
photos embedded into the file. While this makes a nice presentation, it is not what we need for 
the typesetting process. Even if you want to place your graphics into your word processing file, 
please send us separate graphics files in one of the common graphics file formats. Once you 
embed a photo into a Word document, and allow that program to save the file, we will never be 
able to recover a photo as good as the one with which you started! Oh, and please include Figure 
captions for all of the graphics in your article.

With your help, we continue to strive to make QEX the best that it can be. Thanks!
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a  Bern, W L

8809 Cold Spring Rd, Potomac, MD 20854; w2lnx@arrl.net
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1Notes appear on page 8.

Would you like to operate your computer without a keyboard? 
How about RTTY or PSK-31 without a keyboard? Now you can.
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3 4
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6 5

4 3

2 1
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(Plug)

Female
(Socket)

6-pin Mini-DIN (PS/2)
1 - Data  4 - Vcc (+5 V) 
2 - Not Used 5 - Clock
3 - Ground  6 - Not Used

gure 1  The /  ports for the ey oar  
an  ouse on personal co puters use s x 

p n n  connectors.
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The arts L st to Bu l  the /  eyer on a rcu t Boar

Part Quantit Part a e endor Part u ber
C1, C2 2 0.1 F 50 V 10% PC-Mount Capacitor Digi-Key BC1148CT-ND
D5 1 Red round diffused lens LED Digi-Key P589-ND
R1-R5 5 330  ¼ W resistor Digi-Key P330BACT-ND
R6 1 10 k  ¼ W resistor Digi-Key 10KQBK-ND
U1 1 40 pin IC socket Digi-Key 3M5471-ND
U1 1 PIC18F4520-I/P Digi-Key PIC18F4520-I/P-ND

4 Self-Stick Rubber Feet Digi-Key SJ5012-0-ND
J1, J3 1 PS/2 keyboard extension cable with purple connectors Micro Center SKU: 133314
J2, J4 1 PS/2 mouse extension cable with green connectors Micro Center SKU: 133272
J4 1 ¼ inch In-Line Stereo Audio Jack RadioShack Catalog #: 274-141
D1-D4 4 Green rectangular clear lens LED SparkFun SKU: COM-08532

  Microchip PICkit 2 microcontroller programmer Digi-Key PG164120-ND
  Saleae Logic logic analyzer SparkFun SKU: TOL-08938
  Pro USB Converter: USB to PS/2 Keyboard and Mouse Micro Center SKU: 919712
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rror co  a  a itc  to mou  mo   
rror co  rat  t  appropriat  um r 

o  ack pac  c aract r  to t  i i  o  
a or  u t t r   i  tra lat  i to 

 t t c aract r  u i  a lookup ta l  
 pa l  dot a  dash co tact  ar  co

ct  to pi   a   r p cti l  o  
port  to tak  a a ta  o  t  c a o
i put i t rrupt atur  i  allo  t   to 
o to l p a  co um  practicall  o po r 

il  aiti  or a  i t rrupt to occur  a 
pa l  l r i  pr  

r pa l  itc  co tact ou c  
a  pro a l  t  mo t c all i  pro l m 

o  t i  pro ct   pap r o  itc  ou c  
co i c  m  t at a k r pa l  it out 
a  itc  co tact  uc  a  t  ouc k r 
pa l  i  c ar  or t i  pro ct    
i t r al tim r i t rrupt i  u  to m a ur  
tim  t  dot  a  dashe  i  port  
i put i t rrupt  a  tim r i t rrupt  impli

 t  co
 co  mo ul  mulat  a  

k oar  u i  t   protocol   
c aract r  ar  tra lat  i to  k oar  
ca  co  u i  a lookup ta l   lookup 

ta l  a  r  c aract r o  a  k oar  
i clu i  t o  ot ou  i  or  co  
t a  a t rill to r t  t  l tt r  r

at   t   microco troll r app ar i  a 
NotePad t t itor i o

 t ir  mo ul  mulat  a  ta
ar  t r utto  mou  t rat   

mou  utto  click  a  mou  poi t r 
mo m t rom t  k r pa l  i put  

licki   ri l  pr i   t  l t 
pa l  l r rat  a l t mou  utto  
click a  corr po i l  clicki  t  ri t 
pa l  l r rat  a ri t mou  utto  
click  ou  poi t r mo m t i  co troll  

 pr i  a  ol i  t  pa l  l r  
t  l t co tact co trol  t  l t ri t mou  
poi t r mo m t  t  ri t co tact co
trol  t  up o  mou  poi t r mo m t  

r i  ot  i  mo  t  mou  poi t r 
alo  o  ia o al ir ctio  or t  ot r 
ia o al ir ctio  c  t r  ar  i t 

po i l  mou  mo m t ir ctio  a  it 
i  po i l  to mo  t  mou  poi t r i  a  

gure   On the pr nte  c rcu t oar , there s a green L  n a transparent plast c lens 
next to each ca le connect on. Hot glue s use  to protect an  secure the connect ons fro  
the /  ca les to the c rcu t oar . The c rcles n the corners n cate where ru er feet are 

place  un er the c rcu t oar .

gure   Th s photo shows a t  progra ng ca le w re  us ng the connect ons 
shown n Ta le . Hot glue protects the ca le connect ons to a s all prototyp ng oar . The 

ar  colore  ot on the top left corner of the perf oar  s or ente  w th the wh te tr angle 
on the t .

Ta le B
onnect ons fro  the t  rogra er ale onnector to a /  ale 
onnector t  rogra ng a le

Pin PIC it  Male Connector Pin PS  Male Connector
1 –MCLR 2 –MCLR
2 VDD 4 VDD
3 ground 3 ground
4 ICSP PGD 1 ICSP data
5 ICSP PGC 5 ICSP clock
6 not connected 6 not connected

Ta le A
/  ouse xtens on a le 

w th reen onnectors an  /  
ey oar  xtens on a le w th 
urple onnectors

Pin ire Color
1 Black
2 Violet
3 Red
4 Green
5 Yellow
6 Blue
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gure   Th s shows a W pa le ca le w re  us ng Ta le B.

octa o  r i  or lo r t a  a out t r  
co  cau  t  mou  poi t r to mo  

a t r o  t  cr   comma  co  o  
t r  l t click  itc  t  pro ram ack to 
k oar  mo  ai  it a  u  to  t  
mou  poi t r mo   it l  i  a co ti uou  
circl  o  t  cr  uri  i itial t ti  t 
took a out t o k  o  t ti  a  p ri
m ti  it  i r t mou  poi t r mo
m t polici  to t om t i  r a o a l  to 
co trol mou  poi t r mo m t

ti  uri  o t ar  lopm t 
a  ot i icult    k oar  a  

mou  to  a apt r  a lo ic a al r a  
E  r  u  uri  pro ram tartup  

t   oul   a  k oar  a  a 
 mou  ic  r t co  ia t   

to  a apt r to t  o t comput r   
comput r oul  t  r po  it   

ic  co uratio  comma  co  i  
ma  it u c ar  to r p at l  plu  a  
u plu  t  a apt r  co ctor i  a  
out o  t   port o  t  comput r   u  
a lo ic a al r to lp m  u r ta i  o  
t  o t to ic  i itial co uratio  ialo  
a  or u i  m  rat   k
oar  ca  co  a   mou  pack t  
 co ct  t  lo ic a al r pro  to t  

 k oar  a  t   mou  clock a  
ata li  l o  a itio al mark pul  r  

rat  at poi t  o  i t r t i  t  co  
to i ti  lo ic a al r poi t  o  i t r t  

E  co ct  to pi  o  port  i icat  
pro ram acti it   ral tatu  E  a  

E  or t   k oar  port  a  a  E  
or t   mou  port r  u

Building a Circuit Board
t r t   Digital Communications 

Conference,  i  a pri t  circuit oar  

Ta le A
a le ro  Bencher W a le 

to a nch tereo hone lug, 
Ra o hac  atalog no.  1 .

Paddle Contact Inch Stereo 
  Phone Plug
Dot Left Tip
Dash Right Ring
Ground  Sleeve

Ta le B
onnect ons Between a nch tereo 

n L ne ac , Ra o hac  atalog no.  
1 1, an  a /  ale onnector.

W a le a le

Inch Stereo In ine ac PS  Male
   Connector
Dot Brass Tab  5
Dash Silver Tab  1
Ground   3

a  o  i  i ur     mou  t
io  ca l  it  r  co ctor  a  a  

k oar  t io  ca l  it  purpl  co
ctor  r  cut i  al  a  attac  to t  

circuit oar  it  ot lu   mal  r  
a  purpl  co ctor  ar  co ct  to t  
corr po i  purpl  a  r  mal  co

ctor  o  t   k oar a mou to
 a apt r
a l   pro i  t  part  li t o  r a il  

a aila l  compo t  to co truct a circuit 
oar  i ur   o  a kit  pro ram

mi  ca l  ir  accor i  to t  i orma
tio  i  a l   

i ur   o  a  pa l  ca l  O  
o   o  a co cti  ca l   ir  a  
i li  i c  t r o p o  ack a  o  t  
ot r   u  a  mal  co ctor  ir  
accor i  to a l  

 ampl  pro ram i  o  i  i ur   
t co ti uou l  li k  all t  port E  i  

pro ram i  u ul or oi  a a ic t t o  t  
circuit oar  a t r it  co tructio

uture nhance ents
 curr t r io  u  a  k

oar a mou to  a apt r to co
ct t   microco troll r to t  

o t comput r   t r io  ill u  a 
 microco troll r  i c  it co

tai  a  i t r al  i t r ac  limi ati  
t   or a to  a apt r

A a la l ty
 ourc  co  a  t  E pr   

circuit oar  l  or t i  pro ct ar  a ail
a l  or o loa  rom t   QEX

 pa   ourc  co  i  r l a  

u r t   ral u lic ic  
r io    t  l  or t  pri t  

circuit oar  ar  r l a  u r   
Op  ar ar  ic  r io   a  

 

onclus on
i  i  a  i t r ti  a  o a l  pro

ct   op  t at t i  articl  i pir  ou to tart 
a icroc ip  microco troll r pro ram
mi  pro ct  ou ca  i cr m tall  lop 
a microco troll r pro ct o  mo rat  com
pl it   t maticall  t ti  at r  t p 
o  t  a  icroc ip  microco troll r  
pro rammi  tool  a  o t ar  lop
m t tool  ar  r a il  a aila l  a  ar  r la
ti l  i p i

i  pro ct ma   o  po i l  u   
p opl  o a  limit  p ical mo ilit  

o ca ot u  a co tio al k oar  or 
a mou  i  coul  allo  t m to t p  o  a 
comput r or to ma ipulat  a mou  poi t r 
u i  u t t o itc  co tact  oupl  it  
a u  a  ip  cri  i  t  arc  

 i u  o  QST, t   k r coul  
allo  a  r  op ratio  o  a comput r

Ac nowle ge ents
 oul  lik  to t a k t  ollo i  p opl  

or lpi  m  it  t i  pro ct i  om  a  
am r   or i  m  k r 

pa l  mou  t t r  im o   or 
li t i  co r atio  a out icroc ip 

tool  o  ulic r   or u ti  
t  kit  pro ramm r  arr  ol a  

 or co i ci  m  to ork o  t i  
pro ct  ilt ram  E  a  or  

ro   or lopi  t ir E
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 mo m  ick am l   
or i i  m  ui a c  a  t  i l  

 or coura i  m  to rit  up t i  
pro ct or t   i ital ommu icatio  

o r c

otes
1Milton Cram, W8NUE, and George L. Heron, 

N2APB, “NUE-PSK31: A digital modem for 
PSK31 Field Operation...Without Using a 
PC!,” 2007 TAP  and A  th Digital 
Co unications Con erence Proceedings,
Hartford, Connecticut: ARRL.

2International Morse code, 
“RECOMMENDATION ITU-R M.1677,” 
International Telecommunication Union, 
2004; available at www.go frey y es. nfo/
nternat onal orse co e.p f

3Morse code, Wikipedia, The Free 
Encyclopedia; http //en.w pe a.org/w /

orse co e
4Keyboard 101- and 102-Key, IBM Personal 

S ste  ard are Inter ace Technical 
e erence  Co on Inter aces, 1990; 

www. ca afia. e/p f/p fref.ht
5Keyboard and Auxiliary Device Controller, 

IBM Personal S ste  ard are Inter ace 
Technical e erence  Co on Inter aces,
1990, www. ca afia. e/p f/p fref.ht

6Adam Chapweske, The PS  Mouse
e board Protocol, 2003; www.co puter

eng neer ng.org/ps protocol/
7Adam Chapweske, The PS  e board 

Inter ace, 2003; www.co puter eng neer 
ng.org/ps ey oar /

8Adam Chapweske The PS  Mouse 
Inter ace, 2003; www.co puter eng neer 
ng.org/ps ouse/

9Jochen Jahn, “Keyboard-Game Interface,” 
uts  olts Maga ine, Dec 2009, pp 30-34.

10Adam Chapweske, e board Scan Codes  
Set ; www.co puter eng neer ng.org/
ps ey oar /scanco es .ht l 

11SparkFun Electronics, MiniDIN 6-Pin 
Connector, SKU: PRT-08509; www.
spar fun.co /co erce/pro uct nfo.
php pro ucts

12SparkFun Electronics, MiniDIN 6-Pin 
Connector Breakout, SKU: PRT-08651; 
www.spar fun.co /co erce/pro
uct nfo.php pro ucts 1

13Saleae LLC, Saleae logic analyzer; www.
saleae.co /log c/

14CWAV, Inc, USBee SX logic analyzer; www.
us ee.co /sx.ht l

15CCS, Inc., PIC18F4520 Development 
Kit; www.ccs nfo.co /pro uct nfo.
php pro ucts 1 t

16Microchip Technology Inc., PICDEM 2 Plus, 
Part Number: DM163022; www. croch p.
co /stellent/ cplg c er ce

T A no e 1 oc a e
en 1

17Sure Electronics Co, Hybrid of PIC18F4520 
Dem2PLUS and Low Power Demo Board; 
www.sure electron cs.co /pro uct/
goo s.php  and www.sureelectron 
cs.net/goo s.php

18SparkFun Electronics, 40 Pin PIC 
Development Board, SKU: DEV-00021; 
www.spar fun.co /co erce/pro  
uct nfo.php pro ucts 1

19SparkFun Electronics, 40 Pin PIC 

#include <18F4520.h> 

#use delay(internal=8MHZ) 

#use rs232(baud=9600, xmit=PIN_C6, rcv=PIN_C7) 

#define PORT0_LED PIN_A0 

#define PORT1_LED PIN_A1 

#define PORT2_LED PIN_A2 

#define PORT3_LED PIN_A3 

#define DELAY 250 

void blink_port_LEDs(void); 

/* -------------------------------------------------- * 

 * this program continuously blinks all the port LEDs * 

 * -------------------------------------------------- */ 

void main(void) 

{

  delay_ms(DELAY); 

  printf(“Figure 7 sample program... hello\r\n”); 

  for (;;) { 

    blink_port_LEDs(); 

  } 

}

/* --------------------------------- * 

 * this routine blinks each port LED * 

 * --------------------------------- */ 

void blink_port_LEDs(void) 

{

  output_high(PORT0_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

  output_low(PORT0_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

  output_high(PORT1_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

  output_low(PORT1_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

  output_high(PORT3_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

  output_low(PORT3_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

  output_high(PORT2_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

  output_low(PORT2_LED); delay_ms(DELAY); 

}

gure   Th s s a sa ple C progra  for the 1  us ng the  C co p ler.
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Development Board with USB, SKU: DEV-
00022; www.spar fun.co /co erce/
pro uct nfo.php pro ucts

20Beginner Electronics, Breadboard and Wire 
Kit; www. eg nnerelectron cs.co / eg n 
ner/ ro ucts.php

21Microchip Technology Inc, 
PIC18F2420/2520/4420/4520 Data 
Sheet: 28/40/44-Pin Enhanced Flash 
Microcontrollers with 10-Bit A/D and nano-
watt Technology (document DS39631E), 
2008; www. croch p.co

22SparkFun Electronics, Adapter board 
for Microchip ICD and ICD2; www.
spar fun.co /co erce/pro uct nfo.
php pro ucts 1

23HVW Technologies, RS-232 Driver Module 
— DCE; www.h wtech.co /pro ucts

ew.asp ro uct
24SparkFun Electronics, PTC Resettable 

Fuse, SKU: COM-08357; www.spar  
fun.co /co erce/pro uct nfo.
php pro ucts

25Inland Pro USB Converter USB to PS/2 
Keyboard and Mouse, SKU: 919712; www.

crocenter.co /s ngle pro uct results.
pht l pro uct 1

26Cable Club, 6 ft PS/2 Keyboard and Mouse 
Interface Cable (Male/Male), part: BC20277-
6; www.ca leclu .co / ey oar ouse
nterface ca le ale ale p .ht l

27Microchip Technology Inc, PICkit 2 
Development Programmer/Debugger; 
www. croch p.co /stellent/

cplg c er ce T A no e
1 oc a e en

28CCS, Inc, Compiler Exclusively for Microchip 
PIC® MCUs, www.ccs nfo.co /content.
php page co p lers

29Microchip Technology Inc, MPLAB 
Integrated Development Environment; 
www. croch p.co /stellent/

cplg c er ce T A no
e 1 oc a e en 1 part
W

30CCS, Inc, PCH Command-line Compiler 
for PIC18 MCU parts; www.ccs nfo.
co /pro uct nfo.php c ath tore

oftware pro ucts H full
31Benson, David, C hat appens  sing 

PIC  Microcontrollers and the CCS C
Co piler, Hayden, Idaho; Square 1 
Electronics, 2008; www.sq 1.co /cwhtoc.
ht l

32Chuck Hellebuyck, Beginner s Guide To 
E bedded C Progra ing  sing the 
PIC  Microcontroller and the ITEC  
PICC iteTM C Co piler, Milford, Michigan; 
Electronic Products, 2008, ISBN: 978-
1438231594; www.elpro ucts.co /
e e e c oo .ht  

33Martin P Bates, Progra ing bit PIC 
Microcontrollers in C  ith Interactive 

ard are Si ulation, Oxford, UK: Newnes 
Press, 2008; ISBN: 9780750689601

34Chuck Hellebuyck, Beginner s Guide to 
E bedded C Progra ing  olu e 

 Ti ers  Interrupts  Co unication  
Displa s and More, Milford, Michigan: 
Electronic Products, 2009; ISBN: 978-
1448628148, www.elpro ucts.co /
e e e c oo .ht

35Dogan Ibrahim, Advanced PIC 
Microcontroller Pro ects in C  ro  SB 
to T S ith the PIC  Series, Oxford, 
UK: Newnes Press, 2008; ISBN: 978-
0750686112

36Richard H. Barnett, Sarah Cox, Larry 
O’Cull, E bedded C Progra ing and 
the Microchip PIC, Clifton Park, New 
York: Delmar Learning, 2004; ISBN: 978-
1401837488

37 uts  olts Maga ine  The Maga ine or 
the Electronics obb ist, ISSN 1528-9885; 
www.nuts olts.co /

38Circuit Cellar  The Maga ine or Co puter 
Applications, ISSN 1528-0608; www. 
cu tcellar.co /

39Jack G. Ganssle, A Guide to Debouncing,
Rev 3: June, 2008; www.ganssle.co /

e ounc ng.p f
40CW Touchkeyer touch paddle, model 

P1PADW; www.cwtouch eyer.co /
1 A W.ht

41The program source code file and circuit 
board pattern files in ExpressPCB format 
are available for download from the ARRL 
QEX Web site. Go to www.arrl.org/qexfiles
and look for the file x1 Bern. p.

42Gary Gordon, K6KV, “Build a Puff-and-Sip 
Key,” March 2004 QST, pp 31-32.

David Bern, W2LNX, was first licensed in 
1979 as N2AER with an Advanced Class and 
upgraded to an Amateur Extra Class in 2000. 
Later, he obtained his W2LNX vanity call sign 
since he is also an avid Linux enthusiast. As a 
high school student, he earned his First-Class 
Radiotelephone Operator License with Ship 
Radar Endorsement. In 1977, he earned a 
BS in Computer Science from City College of 
New York and then in 1983 earned an MS in 
Computer Science from New York University. 
He is a professional software developer and 
also an adjunct professor of engineering at 
Montgomery College, Rockville, Maryland. He 
prefers building and experimenting with ham 
radio projects to operating but enjoys operat-
ing QRP digital modes in the summer with his 
son Adam, KB3KVD, in the Virginia moun-
tains. Currently, he is learning microcontroller 
programming and digital signal processing. 
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Ru ens R. ernan es, ex

37 Borodino Ct, Greenwith, SA 5125, Australia; ruferna@gmail.com

 r u c  ou t r or 
t  E p rim t r

Here is a classic workbench general purpose instrument, with better than 
26 mVrms sensitivity from 30 Hz to 2.2 GHz.

The frequency counter n th s pro ect s connecte  to a co erc al R  generator.

r u c  cou t r  ar  co i r  
i i p a l  tool  or p rim t r  a  
a ic mo l  ca   ou  o  t  mark t or 

r a o a l  pric  o a a  rt l  
i  a ic atur  lik  oo  iti it  

a  aria l  at  tim   a t  om t i  
mor  lik  t  po i ilit  o  c ro i i  
to t r al i ta ilit  tim  a   a  
a  ol    tim  a  a  o  
o  t  a   ill at r ou  coura  to 
uil  a  r c i r a  lock t i  u it to t  
part p r co  c ium a  r r c  

i al   al o a t  a cou t r t at coul  
o all t  ori  mat   co ct  to 

t  O  o  t   ri   a   uil
i  or ar  i p tl  o  t  mi i  
trat  t oul  al o m a ur  lo r r
u ci  o  to au io ra    i t 

 uc  a  i trum t a i  a r a o a l  
pric   tart  i i  m  o

 al r ult a  a t o c a l cou
t r  t  r t c a l ra i  rom  
to  it  i  imp a c  a  t  

co  c a l rom  to  
it  a  imp a c  our at  tim  
r  i clu     a  co  

t ca  m a ur  p rio  too  up to k  a  
i pla  t  r ult a  tim  or r u c  at 
our c oic   ca  al o i tro uc  a  o t 

 t r  ar  pr  o t r u ci  
ou ca  c oo  a  o  t  mo t commo  

 ou  o  om r  a  a ic comm r
cial ri  or ou ca  u t i put t  r u c  
o  our c oic  a  it ill  m mori  

lt ou  t  mai  o cti  a  i u oi al 
i al  it ill ork it  ot r a orm  

lik  uar  or tria ular a   lo at
t r  alarm a  al o i clu

onstruct on
ot  c a l  mu t  r  ll i l  

oto  o  t  ro t  clo ur  t at  
uilt  ot r importa t t i  i  to pro i  

a pat  a  clo  a   a  po i l  rom t  
a l  co ctor t  i  r u c  

c a l  to t  pr cal r   u   
a i c  trac  o  t  circuit i   r 
la  mat rial i  a oo  c oic  or t  oar  
alt ou   a  u  p olic mat rial  
it  a rou  pla  o  o  i  a  t  cir

cuit o  t  ot r   ur ac  mou t ic  
 or ot  c a l
 ori i al u it a  our pri t  cir

cuit oar  ro t  po r uppl  tim  
a  a  co trol oar  a  all oar  r  

a m l  u i   ur ac  mou t t c
olo   compo t  c pt or t  

proc or a  om  compo t  r  a  
t r   u t a i l  clo ur  or t  
u it  to r uc  l ctroma tic i t r r c  
E  pro l m   mai  o  a  uilt 

u i  o  i  p olic oar   l a  
p oto o  t  a m l  u it

t oul   i  to ori t t  t r al 
c co ctor to t  out i   a uick 

co ctio  t p  oul   r at  lik  a u
mi iatur    co ctor   a  u  
or i ar  t ou  oo  ualit   co

ctor  or t  c a l i put

rcu try
i ur   o  t  c matic ia ram 
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o  t  ro t  circuit oar  O  t  lo  
r u c  c a l a l  t  E  

pro i  i  i put imp a c  t i  ollo  
 t o ampli i r  a  a c mitt tri r 

i rt r t at i iti  t  i al   i  
r u c  c a l a l  i put a  a 

 pa  t at lp  to  t   pat  
t  t  co ctor a  t  mo olit ic 

ampli i r    i  a lo  po r 
p a  lock  loop  ut o l  it  pr
cal r i  u  r  a l  a  a  o rall 

iti it  o  a out m   rom  
to  rom  or uar  a  

a l  a  rou l  t  am  iti it  
rom  to  o   

t  iti it  i  ra  to a out m  
 at  ar ul la out or t  

a l  i put coul  pro a l  impro  t i  
a ior   po r uppl  o  t  c a l 

ot l ct  i  itc  o  to a oi  i t rac
tio  a  to mi imi  po r co umptio  

a imum l l  ar   p ak or a l 
 a  m or a l 

 po r uppl   i ur   a  pro
i  it  a prot ctio  circuit at t  po r 

gure 1  Here s the sche at c agra  of the counter front en  c rcu try.

hoto A  t s est to u l  the counter front en  c rcu try nto a sh el e  enclosure.
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gure   The sche at c agra  at art A shows the counter power supply. art B shows the top of the supply c rcu t oar  an  art  
shows the otto  of the oar , w th c rcu t traces an  T co ponents.

(A)

(B) (C)
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gure   art A s the t e ase sche at c agra  for the c rcu t  use . art B shows the top of y c rcu t oar , w th the co erc al 
1 H  o ule. art  shows the otto  of y c rcu t oar , w th the c rcu t traces an  T co ponents.

(B) (C)

(A)

i put  c  t at ca   omitt  i  ou 
a  a ti  ork c  a  ll a  
ri   u  ill lo  i  ou a  a  

i t r al ort circuit  i  t  uppl  l a  ar  
i rt  or i  t  ca  o  a  o r olta  

 c   po r uppl  mo ul  r
at   c or ral u  itc a l   c 
or t  ro t  c a l  a  a  a u ta l  
olta  or t  i pla  ack li t

i ur   o  t  c matic ia ram o  
t  i t r al tim  a  alo  it  p oto  o  
t  top a  ottom o  m  circuit oar   t  

ori i al cou t r   u  a comm rcial a u t
a l  o cillator  i a m l  rom a pi c  
o  ol  E  uipm t   u t t  t o
tra i tor circuit o  i ur   or t  i t r al 
tim  a  oti  t at t  capacitor  t at ar  
part o  t  o cillator ar  all  i clu i  
t  trimm r    capacitor  oul  

   a  t t  t i  circuit it  a  
or i ar  cr tal  a  t  circuit ork  r  

ll  t oul   a r  oo  i a to clo  
t  circuit it  a mall i l i  o   
ou co ct a  t r al tim  a  i al 

it  pp  t  i t r al r r c  i  auto
maticall  itc  o

  proc or i  t  art 
o  t  cou t r a  it al o co trol  t  i pla  

ic  r uir  muc  l  po r or it  lu  
ack li t t a  t  ol r r  o

A ust ents
r  ar  o l  our a u tm t  i  t  

cou t r  ir t o  all  a u t t  trimpot o  t  
proc or oar  or t  t i pla  co tra t  
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gure   The  1 A controller, shown n th s sche at c agra , s the heart of the counter.

o  co ct a m    i
al to a l  a  a u t t  trimpot at 

t  i put o  t  i rt r u til t i  r u c  
or clo  i  t a il  o  o  t  i pla  
cr a  t  r u c  up to  al a  

t aki  t i  trimpot
o  co ct a r r c  i al  

or i ta c  to t  a l  i put  u t 
t  i t r al tim  a  trimm r u til t  i
pla  o  t  act r u c  o  to 
u it  o   ot  t at t  pr ci io  o  t i  
cali ratio  a u tm t ill p  o  t  
pr ci io  o  t i  t r al r r c  i al  

i all  a u t t  po r uppl  mo ul  
trimpot or a com orta l  i pla  ack li t 

 i  ou i t  to u  t i  cou t r r u tl  
it  att ri  it oul   i  to a u t to 

t  mi imum olta  t at ill till i  oo  
r a a ilit

oftware an  Operat on
E clu i  t  ON-OFF itc  t i  i  

a o utto o l  i trum t  pr i  
a  r l a i  t  MODE utto  ill i  
t  O  comma  a  pr i  a  

ol i  t  utto  ill i  t  E E  
comma   ou ar  i  t  mai  i pla  
crolli  ill to l  t  a l  gure   Th s 1 H  reference osc llator can e use  as a reference osc llator for 

the counter.
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a   a  E E  ill tak  ou to t  
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Offset  r  ou ca  a  or u tract a 
r u c  to t  i al pr t at a  i put  
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ca  c oo  r lat  to t   c a l o  im
pl  ri  or ou ca  u  t  E t r  optio  
u t i put t  o t r u c  a  c oo  

t i  optio  E ampl   uppo  ou a  a 
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Adjusting BJT Oscillator Amplitude
Here are a few simple techniques to adjust a bipolar transistor oscillator,  

along with an explanation of why those techniques work.

Most oscillator circuits are published 
with no explanation of how component 
values were chosen or what oscillation 
amplitude to expect. This article will use a 
published bipolar junction transistor (BJT) 
crystal oscillator circuit as an example, to 
help you understand these designs. First, I 
will show how to set the oscillation ampli-
tude using only dc measurements. You don’t 
need any RF measuring instruments such as 
an oscilloscope or RF voltmeter. You set the 
amplitude by adjusting the dc bias current of 
the transistor while listening to hear when 
the oscillation just starts and stops. Later, 
I will explain why this simple procedure 
works. 

Oscillation amplitude is important for 
any oscillator, but particularly so for a crystal 
oscillator. Excess crystal power dissipation 
can cause frequency drift or even damage 
the crystal. For any oscillator, the amplitude 
must be compatible with transistor limita-

Figure 1 — Example oscillator circuit. 
Y1 = 10 MHz (RS = 30  max)
Q1 = 2N3904
BT1= 5 V
C1 = 220 pF (Z = –j 72 )
C2 = 220 pF (Z = –j 72 )
C3 = 0.1 F bypass
R2 = 1 k  (but will be adjusted)
R3 = 10 k
R4 = 10 k

tions, power supply voltages, and desired 
output level. 

You can set the oscillation amplitude of 
the oscillator circuit in Figure 1 by adjust-
ing the value of R1. R1 sets the dc bias cur-
rent, which directly controls transistor gain 
(transconductance). The method requires no 
RF instrumentation, only dc measurements. 
You do need some way, such as listening 
with a receiver, to tell if the circuit is oscillat-
ing. The example is a Pierce (Colpitts-like) 
crystal oscillator with component values 
from an arbitrarily-chosen published cir-
cuit. The method also applies to most com-
mon BJT LC oscillator circuits such as the 
Colpitts, Clapp, Seiler, Vackar, and Hartley 
types. I will explain why this procedure 

Figure 2 — BJT input voltage (oscillation amplitude) versus relative bias current.

works later in the article.
Figure 2 shows how oscillation ampli-

tude depends on transistor dc bias, the cur-
rent through R1. The current scale is relative
to the current at which oscillation just starts, 
which is defined as one on the current scale. 
For a relative current value less than one, the 
oscillation amplitude is zero — the circuit 
isn’t oscillating. For relative current values 
greater than one the circuit does oscillate 
with amplitude shown by the curve of Figure 
2. For relative current of two the amplitude 
is about 86 mV peak, measured between the 
base and emitter of the transistor.

To set oscillation amplitude you need 
first to determine the actual or absolute 
value of bias current corresponding to the 
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relative bias current value of one in Figure 2. 
Adjust R1 to the value at which the oscilla-
tor just barely starts and stops. Measure the 
resulting direct current in R1, which is the 
absolute current value corresponding to the 
relative current value of one. Then adjust R1 
to increase the current by the factor required 
for the desired oscillation amplitude. The 
new bias current is the previously measured 
just-starting bias current multiplied by a fac-
tor from the horizontal axis of Figure 2. The 
relationship plotted in Figure 2 is valid for 
any bipolar junction transistor (BJT) because 
it derives from the basic physics of a BJT. 

Now let’s see if this works. I made a bread-
board of the circuit in Figure 1. I replaced R1 
with a potentiometer plus a 100  current 
sense resistor and measured the voltage 
across the sense resistor with a digital volt-
meter. I connected 10× scope probes to the 
base and emitter of Q1 in order to see wave-
forms and measure voltages. I initially set R1 
to the 1 k  value specified in the published 
circuit.1 I tuned a receiver (in CW mode) to 
the oscillator frequency then increased the 
value of R1 until I heard the oscillation just 
stop. The bias current through R1 was then 
162 A, found by measuring 16.2 mV across 
the current sense resistor and dividing by the 
100  value of the resistor. I then adjusted 
R1 for a relative bias current of 2 by setting 
the current to 162 A × 2 = 324 A. Figure 
2 predicts an oscillation voltage of 86 mV 
peak across C2 at the input of the BJT. Using 
a relative bias current of two was an arbitrary 
choice, a nice round number, but not a gen-
eral rule of thumb. I recommend choosing 
a relative bias current no higher than five in 
order to limit peak collector currents.

Figure 3 shows the resulting voltage 
waveforms. The E waveform is the measured 
voltage at the emitter of Q1. The B-E wave-
form is the base-emitter voltage, Vbe, com-
puted by subtracting the E (emitter) voltage 
from the B (base) voltage. This base-emitter 
voltage. Vbe measures 184 mV peak-to-peak 
or 92 mV peak compared to the predicted 
86 mV peak. Not bad! 

Waveform B-E, the transistor input volt-
age, Vbe,is a low-distortion sine wave because 
it is filtered by the crystal and C2. The E 
waveform is the transistor output voltage, 
Vce, which is the voltage across C1 (inverted 
because the ac ground is at the collector). 
This E waveform has a slightly larger mag-
nitude than, and is phase shifted from, the 
B-E waveform because the impedance at that 
point has a reactive component. The distor-
tion in the E waveform results because the 
transistor output current is badly distorted, 
as seen in Figure 4. The only harmonic fil-

tering for the voltage at the emitter is by C1, 
since the crystal looks like an open circuit 
at harmonic frequencies. The peak collector 
current, 1.4 mA, is four times the average 
current. 

Now let’s calculate the crystal power dis-
sipation. The crystal current is the same as 
the current in C2. The voltage across C2 is 
the 86 mV peak base-emitter voltage of Q1 
set previously. From Ohm’s Law, the current 
is that voltage divided by the impedance of 
C2, Z = 1 / (2 × pi × f × C) = 72 . I = E / Z 
= 86 mV / 72  = 1.2 mA pk. Crystal power 
is I2R / 2, where R is the crystal resistance. 
The resistance spec for this crystal is 30
maximum, so maximum power is (1.2 mA)2

× 30  / 2 = 22 W. A typical crystal would 
probably have a resistance of half of the 

maximum spec and so only half the power 
dissipation. If you want to drive the crystal 
harder by increasing the crystal current you 
should increase the value of C2, not the rela-
tive bias current.

You now have an oscillator with known 
values of both oscillation amplitude and 
crystal current (and hence power dissipa-
tion) but have not connected any load to it. 
The most obvious place to connect a load 
is to the emitter of Q1, but be careful. Since 
transistor Q1 is an emitter follower for dc, 
you might expect that it would have a low 
output impedance at the oscillator frequency. 
Wrong! At the oscillation frequency Q1 is 
acting as a common-emitter amplifier. If Q1 
was instead acting as an emitter follower, the 
ac magnitude of Vbe would be small, only 
that needed to supply the load current. But in 
an oscillator, Vbe is a large sine wave whose 
amplitude is defined by the resonant circuit 
and transistor, not by the load current (except 
indirectly). Another way of looking at it is to 
say that Q1 is busy keeping the oscillation 
going and so can’t also work as an output 
buffer. Any loading of the circuit degrades 
oscillator performance so it is best to use a 
separate high-input-impedance buffer ampli-
fier between the oscillator and any load. 

Whether or not you use a buffer ampli-
fier, be sure to repeat the amplitude adjusting 
procedure in the final configuration with the 
actual load connected. Even connecting a 
scope probe makes a measurable difference.

The buffer amplifier can be as simple as 
an emitter follower or source follower. For 
demanding applications a buffer amplifier 1Notes appear on page 20.

Figure 3 — Waveforms for 324 A bias current.

Figure 4 — Simulated collector current 
waveforms. The 86 mV and 10 mV values 

refer to the peak values of the two Vbe
waveforms.
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with high reverse isolation may be needed 
so disturbances at its output do not feed 
back into the oscillator and disturb oscil-
lation purity. High reverse isolation can be 
provided by one or more grounded-base 
BJT, grounded-gate FET or dual-gate FET 
stages. When an oscillator must drive more 
than one load you may even need a separate 
buffer amplifier for each load. An example is 
when you need one or more very clean out-
puts while also driving a noisy load such as 
digital logic. Buffer amplifiers deserve their 
own separate article.

Why it Works
The first part of this article showed you 

how to easily adjust the amplitude of a BJT 
oscillator using only dc measurements. The 
reason it was so easy was because a BJT is so 
predictable. The nonlinear behavior of a BJT 
is determined by bias current and the basic 
physics of the device, and is little affected 
by manufacturing tolerances. The following 
explanations use the simplest ideal model of 
the BJT, which works adequately for oscil-
lators at frequencies up to 50 or 100 MHz. 
Except for the section on BJT nonlinearity 
the explanations also apply to field effect 
transistors (FET) and vacuum triodes or 
pentodes. FET and tube nonlinearities and 
biasing are quite different and subject to large 
sample-to-sample variation.

Figure 5 shows a feedback oscillator 
consisting of an amplifier and a feedback 
network connected in a loop. For steady 
oscillation the loop gain must be exactly one 
at the frequency at which the phase shift is 
exactly zero. Loop gain is the gain of the 
amplifier times the gain of the feedback 
network. If the loop gain is greater than one, 
the amplitude will increase, while if the loop 
gain is less than one, oscillations will die 
out. So we must find a device whose gain for 
small inputs is large enough for oscillation to 
start and for large inputs is small enough to 
stabilize oscillation amplitude.

The gain of a BJT, an FET, or a vacuum 
triode is usually specified as a transconduc-
tance, gm, (output current divided by input 
voltage). If we characterize the feedback net-
work gain by its transimpedance, zf, (output 
voltage divided by input current) then when 
we multiply amplifier gain and feedback net-
work gain to get loop gain, the units cancel so 
loop gain is a pure number. 

A practical oscillator is designed with a 
loop gain greater than one for small signals 
so it will start. The oscillation amplitude will 
rapidly grow. The amplifier will eventually 
overload or limit enough to reduce the loop 
gain to one. The amplifier overload behavior 
controls the oscillation amplitude. The feed-
back network phase shift controls the oscilla-
tion frequency. 

Understanding the Circuit
Figure 1 shows the example circuit as it 

is usually drawn. It doesn’t look much like 
the diagram in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the 
example circuit redrawn to more clearly show 
its function. It has three major parts, the tran-
sistor itself, the feedback network, and the dc 
bias network for the transistor. Notice that it 
doesn’t have a ground symbol. Whether and 
where it is grounded is an important detail in 
practical implementations, but has no effect 
on basic circuit functioning. If you used an 
FET or vacuum tube instead of a BJT the cir-

cuit would look the same, except for a quite 
different dc bias network.

The dc bias network is just the customary 
way of biasing a BJT at a stable dc operat-
ing point. The bias current is set by R1 and 
its value is the voltage across R1 divided by 
the resistance of R1. For most of the follow-
ing figures the dc bias network will not be 
shown. We will assume that the transistor is 
properly biased.

Figure 7 shows the oscillator circuit 
stripped to its essentials, a transistor driving a 
pi network whose output drives the transistor 
input. The equivalent circuit (instead of just 
the symbol) of the crystal is shown to remind 
us that it includes capacitance, inductance 
and resistance. The oscillator circuit is like a 
transistor power amplifier with a pi network 
matching circuit, but with one important dif-
ference — the external load is missing. The 
output of the oscillator pi network drives only 
the transistor input, which takes negligible 
power. In a power amplifier the pi network 
is a matching network designed to maximize 
power to an external load and minimize 
power lost in the pi network. In an oscillator, 
the pi network contains the load. The load is 
the series resistance in the equivalent circuit 
of the crystal. The other function of a pi net-
work in both a power amplifier and an oscil-
lator is to filter out harmonics in the (very 
distorted) transistor output current. In both 
cases, the pi network output is a sine wave 
with fairly low harmonic content.

The discussion so far has been with a 
pi network feedback network. So it applies 
directly to the example Pierce (Colpitts-like) 
crystal oscillator and Colpitts and Clapp/
Gouriet LC oscillators. It also applies to more 
complex networks, such as the Seiler and 
Vackar circuits and any other that meet the 
following conditions. The feedback network 
must 1) invert the phase of its input voltage 
and 2) filter out harmonic components pres-
ent in the BJT output current. 

Figure 5 — Feedback oscillator block 
diagram.

Figure 6 — Example crystal oscillator circuit 
of Figure 1 redrawn.

Figure 7 — Example circuit reduced to 
basics.

Figure 8 — Transistor collector current 
simulated waveforms.
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It needs to invert the phase in order for 
the feedback to have the correct sense, since 
the BJT is an inverting amplifier. It needs to 
filter out the harmonics not because the oscil-
lator wouldn’t work but rather because the 
amplitude prediction curves presented below 
are valid only when the BJT input voltage is 
a sine wave. The Hartley circuit does invert 
the phase but, unless the parts of its inductor 
are perfectly coupled, doesn’t filter out the 
harmonics. For the Hartley, the bias current 
setting procedure will work but the resulting 
amplitude may be in considerable error and 
so should be verified by measurement. 

The above circuit discussion applies 
equally to oscillators using field-effect tran-
sistors or vacuum triodes or pentodes, except 
for the way the active device is biased and its 
gain adjusted. Oscillator circuits such as the 
Butler, with the crystal in series with the BJT 
emitter, function in a very different way so 
this analysis doesn’t apply to them.

BJT Nonlinearity
Amplifier gain and loop gain are linear 

system parameters. In a linear system the 
oscillation amplitude would grow to infin-
ity if the loop gain was even the slightest bit 
greater than one. Stable oscillation depends 
on the loop gain being exactly one. The 
“method of equivalent linearization” allows 
us to pretend that the very nonlinear BJT is a 
linear amplifier whose gain depends on input 
amplitude. The method is to drive the BJT 
input with a sine wave and then measure only 
the fundamental-frequency component of the 

BJT collector current. We can ignore the har-
monic currents because the feedback network 
filters them out. The equivalent linear gain of 
a BJT is the fundamental-frequency compo-
nent of collector output current divided by 
the base-emitter input voltage.

A BJT is a voltage-controlled current-out-
put device — a transconductor. The current 

Figure 10 — BJT relative gain versus input voltage.Figure 9 — BJT overload or limiting behavior.

from emitter to collector is controlled by the 
voltage between base and emitter. The output 
current is exponentially related to input volt-
age and changes by a factor of ten for each 
60 mV change in input voltage. Because the 
current is so sensitive to input voltage, a BJT 
is almost always current biased as shown 
in Figure 1 and Figure 6, where the bias 

Figure 11 — BJT input voltage vs relative bias current..
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current is defined by R1. The input voltage 
then assumes the value necessary to sup-
port that current. The small-signal gain gm,
is directly proportional to the bias current, 
and is equal to 38 × Ibias. For example, in the 
circuit described earlier, with a bias current
of 324 A has a gm = 38 × 0.000324 A =
12 milliSiemens (mS). This gain is a 
transconductance with units of amperes/volt 
or Siemens. (A Siemens used to be called 
a mho, for older folks who remember tube 
transconductance being given in micromhos.)

For input voltage of even a few tens of 
millivolts, the output current becomes very 
distorted. Figure 8 shows the output currents 
for 10 mV and 86 mV peak sine wave input 
voltages and 1 mA average bias current. For 
10 mV, the current is a slightly distorted sine 
wave. For 86 mV input voltage (correspond-
ing to a relative bias current of two) the cur-
rent is cut off for half of the cycle and its 
peak current is four times its average current. 
The current pulses become still narrower and 
taller as input voltage increases further.

The overload or limiting behavior of a 
BJT with constant current bias is shown in 
Figure 9. The horizontal axis is the ampli-
tude of the sine wave base-emitter input volt-
age. The vertical axis is the amplitude of the 
fundamental-frequency component of the 
collector current relative to the bias current. 
The curve flattens out at a value of two for 
large input voltage as the collector current is 
then only narrow pulses. The fundamental-
frequency component of an impulse train is 
twice the average current. 

Figure 10 shows the large-signal linear-
equivalent gain compared to small-signal 
gain versus input voltage. The large-signal 
gain is reduced to half of the small-signal 
gain when the input voltage is 86 mV peak. 
So, for an oscillation amplitude of 86 mV, 
the small-signal loop gain must be set to 
two. BJT gain is linearly proportional to 
bias current so the bias current must be set 
to twice the current at which oscillation just 
starts. There isn’t anything magical about the 
choice of 86 mV — relative bias current of 
two is just a nice round number.

Figure 11 is the Figure 10 data plotted a 
different way to make it easier to see how 
oscillation amplitude depends on relative 
bias current. The values on the horizontal 
axis of Figure 11 are the reciprocal of those 
on the vertical axis of Figure 10. The value 
of 0.5 on the vertical axis of Figure 10 cor-
responds to the value of 2.0 on the horizontal 
axis of Figure 11. The vertical axis of Figure 
11 is identical to the horizontal axis of Figure 
10 and represents oscillation amplitude.

This part of the article explains why the 

simple adjustment procedure described in 
the first section works. It showed how to 
adjust the value of one component, R1, in the 
example circuit. The more general question 
is how to choose all the other component 
values in an oscillator you are designing from 
scratch. Answering that question is left for 
another article.
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Solving Random Noise Issues 
in TRM-433-LT ata

A number of manufacturers include this tiny transceiver in their UHF data link 
modules. Here is a way to make it more useful.

I use a number of UHF, Part 15-type, 
data link modules in ARRL Education and 
Technology Program projects. These data 
links are based on Linx RF transmitter, 
receiver and transceiver ICs that operate 
on 433 MHz, have an advertised range of
300 feet (optimistic) and are designed to 
send and receive digital data. 

I started a number of years back with using 
a simple data link to connect a Morse code 
bug to a transceiver without the interconnect-
ing cables. Since then, I have used these data 
links in robotics (the Mars Lander simulator) 
to connect a free-roving robot with students 
at a ground station in the classroom. I’ve put 
them to work in handheld seismometers that 
students can take on amusement park rides. 
The links are great for relaying acceleration 
data to students on the ground. I have also 
used the data links to receive data collected 
by Sudden Ionospheric isturbance (SI ) 
receiver systems that have been detailed in 
a previous E  article (“SI  Study Cycle 
24, on’t Just Use It,” Sept/Oct 2008 E ). 
Lately, I have integrated one of these data 
links into a CubeSat Simulator to connect a 
working model of a satellite sending teleme-
try data to a simulated ground station (Figure 
1). This latest project emphasized one limita-
tion of these data links and inspired me to 
develop a solution. 

The Linx series of RF modules use 
On-Off eying (OO ) AM modulation to 
transmit data. Basically, OO  means that 
when the carrier is present, the receiver output 
is high to represent the binary state 1 (one), 
and when the carrier is absent, the receiver 
output is low to represent the binary state 0 
(zero). The early Linx T M-433-LC/R M-
433-LC transmitter/receiver pair of modules 
performed well. In an apparent attempt to 
increase range, the Linx developed the more 

sensitive T M-433-LR/R M-433-LR, but 
these devices had an irritating flaw  there 
was no squelch function in the receiver. If no 
signal was present, the receiver generated a 
considerable amount of random noise at its 
output. Software can be written to overlook 
and negate the random noise, but if you want 

to send Morse code or simply send control 
codes to turn a remote switch on and off, 
the random noise is devastating because it 
can masquerade as valid data. (The CubeSat 
Simulator project included sending data via 
Morse code, just like the real satellites. The 
random noise made that mode of transmis-
sion virtually impossible.)

Over time I developed a fairly complex 
circuit that combined the T /R  modules 
along with an antenna changeover device, a 
squelch circuit, and the gate logic to control 
all the bits and pieces (Figure 2). I found that 
it worked fairly well. But as always seems 
to be the case, just when you get a handle 
on one technology, the next generation is 
marketed and it makes the older versions 
obsolete. Such is the case with the new Linx 
TRM-433-LT module.

The TRM-433-LT
The TRM-433-LT is a transceiver on a 

chip that includes virtually all of the features 
that I had incorporated in my transceiver 
design at reduced cost (Figure 3)! The ran-
dom noise issue is still a problem, but there 
is on-board squelch capability to deal with 
it. Unfortunately, Parallax, a major manufac-
turer of RF modules designed around these 
Linx ICs, ignored the new squelch capabil-
ity. That meant I had to improvise my own 
solution, which is detailed in the schematic 
in Figure 4. Refer to the portion of the sche-
matic that illustrates the TRM-433-LT pin-
out during the following discussion.

First of all, the TRM-433-LT device is a 
12-pin, surface mount device only. The func-
tions of most of the device pins are pretty self 
explanatory. An external 433 MHz antenna is 
connected to pin 1, the antenna pin. Voltage 
(Vcc = 3.3 V) is applied to pin 11. The ground 
pins are pins 2 and 10. The device can be 

Figure 1 — The CubeSat simulator. A 
UHF data link connects the satellite to the 

ground station.
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powered down to conserve current through 
the P N at pin 9. The TR (transmit/receive) 
pin is the device PTT  a logic “high” on pin 
8 switches the transceiver module into the 
transmit mode. The ATA line, pin 7, is bi-
directional and serves as data in for transmit 
and data out for receive. The ATA line has 
a Schmidt triggering circuit that shapes the 
data output to a square wave. The other pins 
will require a bit more explanation.

The TRM-433-LT is an FCC Part 15 

device, which means that the power output 
of the transmitter has to be reduced below 
certain levels to operate in the unlicensed 
service. The transmitter output power is con-
trolled by the L A J at pin 12. The device 
documentation has a graphic that helps deter-
mine a resistance value attached between 
pin 12 and Vcc to control the power. irect 
connection of this pin to Vcc will produce 
full power. I chose to use a resistor of 750 Ω
between Vcc and this pin to bring the power 

level within Part 15 compliance. The RSSI
(pin 4) is the received signal strength indica-
tor line that presents a voltage proportional 
to the received signal strength. The RSSI line 
was used in conjunction with the data line to 
form a squelch circuit in the previous design 
(Figure 2). Pin 6 outputs the raw received 
data. The A REF (pin 5) is an added feature 
of the TRM-433-LT and allows the use of an 
internal squelch circuit. The threshold level 
of the squelch is set by varying resistance 

Figure 2 — Data link system circuit diagram using separate transmitter and receiver modules.
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value between this pin and Vcc.
The TRM-433-LT requires CMOS level 

voltages for Vcc as well as the other intercon-
nection pins. The 3.3-V regulator steps down 
the applied voltage to the appropriate level. 
The 1 kΩ resistors serve as pull-up resis-
tors to keep the associated I/O pins at Vcc.
The 1N914 diodes attached to the I/O pins 
serve two purposes. First, the diodes provide 
some static discharge protection. Second, the 
diodes provide isolation between non-CMOS 
level voltages applied to the pins and the 
TRM-433. For example, in the static state of 
the TR pin, it is held high. This puts the trans-
ceiver in the transmit mode. If a microcon-
troller were used to control this device, the 
controlling pin of the microcontroller would 
apply 5 V to put the transceiver in transmit 
mode. The in-line diode isolates the 5 V from 
the module and allows the pull-up resistor to 
supply the requisite current. Alternatively, 
if the transceiver is put in the receive mode, 
the microcontroller would bring the control-
ling pin low (ground) and the in-line diode 
would conduct the pull-up resistor current to 
ground, grounding the module TR pin.

Testing and Tweaking the Squelch 
Function

The added squelch appears to solve 
the random noise issue with these devices. 
However, there are some unspecified quirks 
that need to be considered. While the squelch 
will reduce or eliminate random noise on the 
data line when there is no signal present, the 
squelch circuit also affects the Schmidt trig-
ger in the data line. Let me illustrate these 
quirks with some oscilloscope images under 
various operating conditions.

In the first test, 100-ms-wide pulses were 
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Transmitted
Pulse, 100 ms

DATA Output

Figure 3 — The Linx TRM-433-LT transceiver 
module.

sent over the data link. The oscilloscope 
image in Figure 5 depicts what happens. The 
light gray trace, for reference, is the pulse that 
is generated by the microcontroller and sent 
by the transmitter. The receive module data 
line output, with no squelch circuitry or resis-
tor installed, is the Channel 1 trace. Notice 
that the receiver data line output is high when 
the transmitted pulse is high. But also notice 
that about 40 ms after the pulse goes low, ran-
dom noise on the receiver data line kicks in. If 
sending Morse code, or controlling switches, 
the noise could be a problem.

Alternatively, the ANALOG line could 
be used to mitigate the noise issue. The out-
put of the ANALOG pin follows the raw 
received signal level without going through 
the Schmidt trigger circuit in the data line. In 
Figure 6, the upper trace, Channel 2, shows 
the action of the ANALOG pin. Note that 
the ANALOG pin follows the transmitted 
pulse (the gray reference trace) religiously. 
One consideration in dealing with the 
ANALOG pin is that the voltage delta goes 
from approximately 690 mV when low up 
to 1.6 V when high (not 0 and 5 V as would 
be expected). Most comparator or microcon-
troller devices can distinguish between these 
two states (voltages). Resistors were added to 
the squelch circuit to configure the receiver 
in this test (depicted in the circuit diagram in 
Figure 4). Note that with the added squelch 
circuit that the pulse width coming out of the 
data line pin has been truncated, even though 
the squelch was opened up to un-squelch 
the receiver (as indicated by the presence 
of noise). The manufacturer’s documenta-
tion alludes to this characteristic this way  

Figure 4 — A TRM-433-LT based data link circuit.

Figure 5 — 100 μs pulses with random 
noise on receiver data line.

Figure 6 — The transceiver with the squelch 
circuit active. ANALOG output above, DATA 
output in the middle and transmitted pulses 

at the bottom for reference.

Transmitted
Pulse, 100 ms

DATA Output

ANALOG Output

QX1005-Spencer06
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“It should also be noted that squelching will 
cause some bit stretching and contracting, 
which could affect PWM-based protocols.”

In Figure 7, the receiver is squelched. 
Note that the noise is gone, but the pulse 
width out of the data line is further truncated 
while the ANALOG pin faithfully follows 
the transmitted pulse width.

In Figure 8, serial data was transmitted 

Transmitted
Pulse

DATA Output

ANALOG Output

QX1005-Spencer07

DATA Output

ANALOG Output

QX1005-Spencer08

Figure 7 — The squelched transceiver 
results in truncated DATA pulses.

Figure 8 — 4800 baud data. The DATA line 
is being shaped by the Schmidt trigger. The 

ANALOG line is raw data.

DATA Output

ANALOG Output

QX1005-Spencer09

Figure 9 — 4800 baud data with 50 ms 
between bytes. Notice that the “mark” state 

is lost in the data line.

at 4800 baud. Again, the gray trace is the 
reference and depicts the data that is being 
generated for transmission by a microcon-
troller. The Channel 1 trace is the output 
of the receiver presented on the data line. 
Other than a minor delay, the waveform is 
religiously reproduced. The upper trace is 
the output of the ANALOG pin. Notice that 
the output waveform is not shaped. Although 
it may be usable, it is not as well formed as 
the Schmidt trigger shaped wave on the data 
line. In the tests that I did with 9600 baud, the 
waveform contraction that was mentioned in 
the documentation started to be evident and 
could make the use of 9600 baud and above 
marginal when the receiver is squelched.

The characters were sent in Figure 8 with 
5 ms spacing. I stretched the time between 
characters to 50 ms in Figure 9. Notice that 
the noise that was evident in the unsquelched 
configuration is gone, but also notice that 
the mark state is lost. This data stream has 
been corrupted due to the loss of the start 
bit. This problem was also alluded to in the 
device documentation  “This prevents low 
amplitude noise from causing the ATA line 
to switch, reducing the hash during times 
that the transmitter is off or during transmit-
ter steady-state times which exceed 15 ms.” 
Translating this sentence, it means that if the 
transmit state is static too long (on or high 
too long), the Schmidt trigger will shut down 
and bring the data line to the low state. This 

characteristic effectively sets the minimum 
usable baud rate of these modules.

So what’s the bottom line  If you are 
going to send control pulses or Morse-code-
like data, use the ANALOG line. If you are 
going to send serial data, use baud rates 
between 300 and 4800 baud and the ATA 
line. Slower baud rates will be affected by 
the transmitter “steady-state” caveat and 
baud rates faster will be affected by the bit 
“contraction” issue.

Circuit Construction
The data link transceivers were initially 

built on prototyping boards. Later, formal 
circuit boards were designed and procured to 
make circuit duplication easier. I mentioned 
that the TRM-433-LT is available only as a 
surface-mount device. It seems that as my 
eyesight gets less acute, and my grip gets a 
bit shakier, the components get smaller! At 
least this device is still large enough that you 
have a chance to hand wire it. One technique 
I found effective is to hold header pins in 
a proto-board and solder the device to the 
header pins as illustrated in Figure 10 and 
Figure 3. The rest of the components for the 
circuit are through-hole components (Figure 
11). I use wire wrap wire to make the inter- 
connection between components.

The final circuit board version of the 
transceiver is shown in Figure 12. It makes a 
tiny, yet flexible, package.

Figure 10 — Use header pins soldered to the SMD device to make it manageable.
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Figure 12 — The formal circuit board module.

Summary
The Linx TRM-433-LT transceiver is 

easy to adapt to data link applications. With 
a minimum of ancillary components, you can 
control the power output of the transmitter 
section and squelch the receiver noise when 
no signal is present. There are, however, some 
trade-offs when squelching the receiver due 
to the effect the squelch circuit has on the out-
put waveform at the ATA pin. But knowing 
these limitations, you can easily work around 
them. Take a look around your shack and I’ll 
bet you will find a number of applications for 
use these handy modules.

Mark Spencer, WA SME, is an ARRL mem
ber and the ARRL Education and Technology 

rogram oordinator.

Figure 11 — The hand-wired data link 
module on a prototyping board.
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An Inexpensive Laboratory-
Quality RF Wattmeter

1Notes appear on page 32.

For less than $100, you can assemble a laboratory-quality RF wattmeter.

This calorimetric wattmeter design has 
many advantages  it uses inexpensive and 
readily available components, it can be 
calibrated with ordinary equipment, and it is 
capable of better than 1  accuracy. It does 
take a long time to make a measurement, 
and a few calculations are required to obtain 
a reading, but this will be an acceptable 
tradeoff for most users.

Calorimeters measure the change in tem-
perature that occurs when thermal energy 
evolves from another form of energy, in 
this case, the conversion of radio frequency 
energy into heat. The beauty of the calori-
metric approach is that it is insensitive to fre-
quency, so this wattmeter can be calibrated 
with easily measured low-frequency line 
voltage or even a direct current source.

A temperature sensor is added to an oil-
filled resistive dummy load, which is enclosed 
in an insulating container. By measuring the 
oil temperature at the beginning and end of a 
measurement and the length of time that the 
RF energy was applied, the average power in 
watts can be determined. Although slow, this 
design avoids the expense and complexity 
of laboratory wattmeters like the Hewlett-
Packard Model 434A, with its bolometer, 
oil pump, heat exchangers and fan, flow and 
level meters, etcetera.

I will begin by describing the construc-
tion, use, and calibration of this wattmeter  
the inquisitive reader may continue to the 
theory of operation, and on to the derivation 
of the pertinent equations.

Constructing the Wattmeter
I have an MFJ-250 Versaload, but any 

similar dummy load, like a Heathkit HN-31 
Cantenna, or even a homemade equiva-
lent, may be used. Add a connector for the 
temperature-sensing thermistor by making a 

 inch hole (I used a step drill) in the lid mid-
way between the center and the edge.1 Install 
a rubber grommet (3 16 inch inside diameter), 
and insert a 0.001 F feedthrough capacitor 
(which helps to shunt any voltage that might 
be induced in the thermistor leads by stray 
RF). Separate two conductors from about 

75 mm of ribbon cable, carefully pull out the 
strands of wire, and slip the remaining insu-
lation over the thermistor leads. Solder the 
thermistor leads to the feedthrough capacitor 
as shown in Figure 1. (The thermistor data 
sheet cautions  “Use heat sinks when solder-
ing or welding to thermistor leads.”)

While a dummy load is designed to dis-
sipate heat, a calorimeter must capture heat 
instead, so a container with high thermal 
insulation is required. My dummy load (in a 
one-gallon paint can) fit nicely in a 14 × 11 
× 12 inch foam drink cooler.2 I added seven 
slabs of 1  inch thick expanded polysty-
rene insulation (readily available at home 
improvement stores), shaped to fit inside 
the drink cooler as shown in Figure 2. This 
foam is easily cut with a fine tooth razor 
saw  with a little care, it can be smoothed 
nicely with sandpaper. Wrap the dummy 
load in a thin blanket of fiberglass insulation 
to discourage surface airflow, and place it in 
the container as shown in Figure 3. Add oil, 
close the can lid, and put the drink cooler lid 
into position.3

Using the Wattmeter
There are three steps to making a power 

measurement  first, record the thermistor 
resistance, then note the time and apply RF 
energy. Second, watch the thermistor resis-
tance drop to some predetermined value 
(I chose 1800 , corresponding to 50 C, 
for reasons that are explained later), then 
remove the RF energy and record the time. 
Third, come back two hours after power 
application (t1 = 120 minutes) and record the 
thermistor resistance.

To obtain the power reading, convert the 
initial thermistor resistance to a temperature 
using Equation 2, the Steinhart-Hart equa-

Figure 1 — This photo shows the 
thermistor that will measure the 
temperature inside the oil-filled 

dummy load can. Note the clip-on heat 
sink used to protect the thermistor 
while soldering. The dummy load 

resistor is inside the rectangular metal 
shield under the paint can lid.
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tion, and record this temperature as TON. Similarly, convert the later 
thermistor resistance to a temperature and record this as T1. Call the 
time (in minutes) when the RF was removed toff, and plug these values 
into the Equation 1

1

1
1 (in watts)

60

FFt t

N

FF

T T e
t

 Eq 1

The values of constants  and  are determined by a one-time 
calibration as described later in the article.

The Steinhart-Hart equation is generally accepted as a mathemati-
cal model of a thermistor. Using the parameters for a YSI No. 44034 
thermistor, it states that with R (in ohms)  

33 4 8

 in C 273.15
1

1.285 10 2.362 10 ln 9.285 10 ln

T

R R

       Eq 2

It is handy to have this equation stored in a programmable calcula-
tor or a spreadsheet.

Example Power Measurement
Measured
T N = 22.69 C
t FF = 7.25 minutes (7 minutes, 15 seconds)
t1 = 120.0 minutes
T1 = 56.06 C

nown (see below)

 = 464 minutes
 = 5126 J/ C

Calculation
 

 

1

1
1 (in watts)

60

FFt t

N

FF

T T e
t

 

120.0 7.25
46456.06 22.69 5126 (in watts)

60 7.25
e

 
0.24333.37 5126 (in watts)

435
e

171055 1.275 (in watts)
435

 = 501.37 W

Calibration
The calibration procedure is a one time process. You will never 

need to repeat it unless you make a change to the wattmeter (addition 
of oil, new container, or something like that). It is much like making 
a power measurement, but with an additional temperature measure-
ment.

The most convenient way to calibrate the wattmeter is to use ac 
line power, adjusted with a variable transformer  my calibration setup 
is shown in Figure 4. Initially, I planned to calculate power as V2/R, 
but experiments revealed that the MFJ-250 load resistance is not con-
stant — it changes with temperature. I made a spreadsheet (see Figure 
5) showing combinations of voltage and current that would produce a 
chosen dissipation (200 W, for reasons that are explained later), moni-

Figure 2 — Pieces of foam insulation were cut to fit 
snugly around the dummy load paint can and fill the 

inside of a Styrofoam cooler. Note that the logo on the 
cooler can be one of your choice.

Figure 3 — Here is the paint can and insulation inside 
the foam cooler. The can is filled with transformer oil 

before the resistor and thermistor assembly is lowered 
into the can and the lid closed.
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tored the voltage and current, and adjusted the variable transformer to 
maintain one of these combinations.

To begin, record the thermistor resistance, note the time, and apply 
200 W of ac power. While fine-tuning the variable transformer, watch 
the thermistor resistance drop to 1800 , then turn off the ac power 
and record the time. Come back two hours (120 minutes) after the 
time when you turned the power on, and record the thermistor resis-
tance, then return in another hour (180 minutes) and again record the 
thermistor resistance.

To obtain the time constant, , convert the initial thermistor resis-
tance to a temperature and record this temperature as T N. Convert the 
two-hour (t1 = 120 minutes) thermistor resistance and record this as 
T1, then convert the three-hour (t  = 180 minutes) thermistor resistance 
and record this as T . Plug these values into Equation 3

2 1

2

1
ln N

N

t t
T T
T T

                                                 Eq 3

To obtain the calibration constant, , call the time (in minutes) 
when ac power was turned off t FF, and plug these values into 
Equation 4

1

1

60  
FF

FF
t t

N

t

T T e  Eq 4  
  

Obviously, overall accuracy will be limited by the quality of the 
calibration. For best results, your calibration should be performed in 
a temperature-controlled room, out of direct sunlight or other factors 
that could affect the calorimeter. I am not a metrology expert, but I 
understand that a calibration standard should be four times as accu-
rate as the instrument being calibrated. Since power is integrated over 
time, the measurement is an average, and if the settings vary about 
the desired point, any errors tend to cancel. The  and  for every 
wattmeter will be unique, of course, but as a point of reference, my  
measured 464 minutes, and my  measured 5126 J/ C. Here are the 
sample calculations for my data.

Example Calibration Procedure
Measured

 = 200 W
T N = 22.70 C
t FF = 14.67 minutes

Figure 4 — This photo shows the completed calorimeter 
along with the various meters and variable transformer 

that the author used to calibrate the system.

Wattmeter Calibration Data

Po er:   atts
hms olts  atts  ohms   Amps  atts  ohms

42.8 92.520 2.162
42.9 92.628 2.159
43.0 92.736 2.157
43.1 92.844 2.154
43.2 92.952 2.152
43.3 93.059 2.149
43.4 93.167 2.147
43.5 93.274 2.144
43.6 93.381 2.142
43.7 93.488 2.139
43.8 93.595 2.137
43.9 93.702 2.134
44.0 93.808 2.132
44.1 93.915 2.130
44.2 94.021 2.127
44.3 94.128 2.125
44.4 94.234 2.122
44.5 94.340 2.120
44.6 94.446 2.118
44.7 94.552 2.115
44.8 94.657 2.113
44.9 94.763 2.111
45.0 94.868 2.108
45.1 94.974 2.106
45.2 95.079 2.104
45.3 95.184 2.101
45.4 95.289 2.099
45.5 95.394 2.097
45.6 95.499 2.094
45.7 95.603 2.092
45.8 95.708 2.090
45.9 95.812 2.087
46.0 95.917 2.085
46.1 96.021 2.083
46.2 96.125 2.081
46.3 96.229 2.078
46.4 96.333 2.076
46.5 96.437 2.074
46.6 96.540 2.072
46.7 96.644 2.069
46.8 96.747 2.067
46.9 96.850 2.065
47.0 96.954 2.063
47.1 97.057 2.061
47.2 97.160 2.058
47.3 97.263 2.056
47.4 97.365 2.054
47.5 97.468 2.052
47.6 97.570 2.050
47.7 97.673 2.048
47.8 97.775 2.046
47.9 97.877 2.043
48.0 97.980 2.041

Figure 5 — This chart shows the calibration data for the 
calorimeter. 
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t1 = 120.0 minutes
T1 = 50.07 C
t  = 180.0 minutes
T  = 46.75 C
Calculate the time constant, 
 =  (t   t1) / ln ((T   T N) / (T1  T N))
 =  (180.0  120.0) / ln ((46.75  22.70) / (50.07  22.70))
 =  60 / ln (24.05 / 27.37)
 =  60 / ln 0.879
 =  60 /  0.129
 = 464 minutes

Calculate the calibration constant 
 = 60  t FF / (T1  T N) e (t1  t FF) / 

 = 60 (200) 14.67 / (50.07  22.70) e ((120  14.67) / 464)

 = 12000 × 14.67 / 27.37 e 0.227

 = 176040 / (27.37 × 1.255)
 = 5126 J/ C

Wattmeter Performance
I made measurements at several power levels, producing the fam-

ily of curves shown in Figure 6. Using  and  calculated from the 
200 W measurement, these readings resulted in the data shown in 
Table 1. Accuracy begins to suffer below 50 W for reasons that will 
be discussed below.

Making Choices
Accurate direct-reading temperature sensors (thermometers) are 

convenient but expensive, so I used a thermistor, which is a temper-

ature-sensitive resistor that exhibits a steep drop in resistance as tem-
perature increases. I chose a YSI 44034 thermistor with a resistance 
of 5000  at 25 C, because my Fluke 111 digital multimeter has a 
resolution of four digits below 6000 .

For better temperature accuracy, it is desirable to produce a large 
temperature excursion, but this increases measurement times, and I 
did not want to risk overheating the calorimeter, so I chose to turn off 
power at 1800  (corresponding to 50 C) as a tradeoff. Of course, the 
oil temperature should be returned to ambient before making another 
reading.

The calculated results will be most accurate near the power level 
used for calibration, with errors increasing for higher or lower power. 
I wanted to make measurements in the range of 50 W to 1000 W  
224 W is their geometric average, so I rounded this to 200 W to cali-
brate and measure  and  for my wattmeter.

It is desirable to minimize the long measurement times, but all 
thermal transients must have settled out before taking a reading, and 
2 hours (120 minutes) seems to be a good compromise.

Theory of Operation and Its Verification
The principle of conservation of energy dictates that electrical 

energy applied to the load resistor must be converted to an equivalent 
quantity of thermal energy, or heat. As heat from the load resistor is 
added to the oil, its temperature increases. Now, a perfect calorimeter 
would respond as shown in the upper curve of Figure 7, and the only 
measurement required would be T. Because of time delays, convec-
tive currents, and loss of heat through the container walls, however, a 
practical calorimeter responds as shown in the lower curves of Figure 
7. At first glance, it would seem impossible to determine T, but by 
knowing the calorimeter time constant  and its calibration constant 

, T may actually be reverse-calculated. Mathematical physics 
tells us that the resulting exponential decay curves, once the initial 
transients die out, must all have the same shape (as proven in the 
Appendix). Thus, if we scale the decay curve with  and , T may 
be accurately extrapolated.

Verification tests comparing power sources at 2 MHz, 60 Hz, and 
dc (see the setup in Figure 8) confirmed that the wattmeter is fre-
quency insensitive. Both a Bird wattmeter and an oscilloscope were 
used to measure RF power (note that RMS values must be used when 
comparing to dc, not peak or peak-to-peak values).

To calibrate the wattmeter, four variables must be measured  

Table 1
Wattmeter Measurements

Applied Po er   Calculated Po er   elati e rror  
 500 501.37 + 0.27
 200 200.00 0.00
 100 99.64 – 0.36
 50 49.76 – 0.48
 20 18.61 – 6.95

Figure 6 — This family of curves 
shows the temperature versus 

time for various amounts of input 
power.
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Figure 8 — This photo shows the equipment set-up used to verify the wattmeter 
operation and accuracy.

Figure 7 — This graph plots the temperature versus time for a perfect calorimeter and 
for a the practical calorimeter made for the wattmeter.
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time, temperature, voltage, and current. Time is the easiest of these 
to measure accurately  a stopwatch with a seconds display should be 
adequate.

Measuring temperature to a fraction of a degree Celsius is not a 
trivial task. The YSI 44034 is interchangeable to 0.1 C, and since 
only temperature differences are significant, I estimate my differential 
readings to be better than 0.03 C.

Because of the load resistance changes mentioned earlier, power 
was measured as the product of voltage and current  voltage was 
measured with a Fluke 179 digital multimeter, and current was mea-
sured with a Wavetek Meterman 27 T digital multimeter (a better 
ac ammeter would have been desirable). My variable transformer 
appears to exhibit some graininess and thus is not infinitely variable, 
but the power measurement is averaged, and errors tend to cancel as 
the transformer is adjusted around the desired point.

Errors increase for power inputs less than 50 W because it takes so 
long for the oil temperature to reach 50 C that a significant amount 
of heat escapes through the container walls, resulting in low readings. 
For QRP use, I might suggest assembling a second, faster-reacting 
calorimeter using a smaller can (for example, one quart or even one 
pint) and an appropriately sized noninductive load resistor. This calo-
rimeter should be wrapped in an insulating blanket that fills up the 
existing cavity in the container.

A final thought  if a faster wattmeter is available, this wattmeter 
might be used as a calibration standard.

Derivation of Equations
Notation (Refer to Figure 7)

T is extrapolated temperature increase in C at power off
 is time constant in minutes

t N is time at power on (  0)
T N is temperature at power on, in C (ambient temperature)
t FF is time at power off in minutes
t1 is time at first reading in minutes
T1 is temperature at first reading in C
t  is time at second reading in minutes
T  is temperature at second reading in C

 is power in watts (W)
q is added heat in joules (J)

V is specific heat at constant volume (J/(g × C))
m is mass in grams (g)

 is calibration constant (  CV × m) in joules per C (J/ C)
Calculating 

From physics
 

2 1

2 1

t t

N NT T T T e  Eq 5

Rearranging Equation 5,
2 1

2 1

t t

N NT T T T e  Eq 6

 
2 1

2

1

t t
N

N

T T e
T T

 

 Eq 7

2 12

1

ln N

N

t tT T
T T

 Eq 8
  

2 1

2

1
ln N

N

t t
T T
T T

 Eq 9

(Note  Equation 9 is the same as Equation 3.)

Calculating K
From physics

T = (T1  T N) e(t1  t FF) /  Eq 10

and

q = V m T Eq 11

Substituting  into Equation 11 (note that this eliminates having 
to measure v and m),

q =  T Eq 12

Rearranging Equation 12,

 = q / T Eq 13

Also,

0

FFt

q dt
 Eq 14

Solving Equation 14 for constant 

q =  (t FF × 60 seconds / minute) Eq 15

Substituting Equations 10 and 15 into Equation 13  

1

1

60  
FF

FF
t t

N

t

T T e
 Eq 16

(Note  Equation 16 is the same as Equation 4.)
Calculating P

Rearranging Equation 16
1

1
1 (in watts)

60

FFt t

N

FF

T T e
t

 Eq 17

(Note  Equation 17 is the same as Equation 1.)
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Appendix: A Little Mathematical Physics
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Notes
1Omega Engineering (www.omega.com) is a source for accurate 

thermistors.
2Wattmeter operation appears to be unaffected by the logo available 

on the drink cooler.
3Underfilling can result in a burned-out resistive load, while overfilling 

can result in hot oil surging out of the pressure relief. Inside my 
dummy load can are two metal disks, part of the wire bail attach-
ments; I added oil to just submerge these disks.

Continuously licensed since 19 , ary Steinbaugh, AF8L,
is an ARRL Life Member. Holding a BSEE from Case Institute
of Technology and several patents, he is a licensed Professional
Engineer, and the author of many technical articles. He is Senior
Electronic Engineer for AtriCure, Inc., a manufacturer of RF elec-
trosurgical instruments used in the treatment of soft tissue ablation.

ary is also a Certified Flight Instructor and a semi-pro musician.
He may be reached at stein a a oo o .

Reader’s Page

Larry Wolfgang, WR1B

QEX Editor; qex@arrl.org

Hello Larry,
Here are two photos of my “Controlled 

Noise Source.” This project combines the cali-
brated noise source described by William 
Sabin, WØIYH, (in the May 1994 issue of 
QST, and in the Technical Correspondence 
column in the January 2008 issue of QST)
and a voltage controlled attenuator described 
in Agilent Technologies Applications Note 
1048. This attenuator comprises 4 PIN diodes 
in a pi network configuration and uses surface 
mount devices. Various levels of attenuation 
are achieved by applying preset dc voltages 
selected by a rotary switch. A relay is included 
to bypass the noise source, making the atten-
uator accessible for other uses. Photo 1 
shows the operating controls and Photo 2 
shows a view inside the project case.

The noise source is a NoiseCom NC302L 
diode specifically designed for this purpose 
but unfortunately not within the budget of 

most hams. I have a few available at $10. A 
satisfactory alternative is a 1N5235B small 
signal Zener, available for less than a $1 

Photo 1 — Ron Skelton, W6WO, built 
this “Controlled Noise Source,” with a 
calibrated noise source and switched PIN 
diode attenuator.

Photo 2 — Here is an internal view of 
Ron’s project.

from Mouser Electronics (www.mouser.
com). 

  on S elton    Gull Cove 
a  Capitola  CA  w6wo@k6bj.org
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Jon Wallace Richard Flagg, AH6NM

111 Birden St, Torrington, CT 06790; fjwallace@snet.net 1721-1 Young St, Honolulu, HI 96826; rf@hawaii.rr.com

Amateur Radio Astronomy Projects  
— Radio Signals from Jupiter

You can receive signals directly from the planet Jupiter, 
 possibly by using equipment you already own.

In 1955 mysterious signals from space 
were discovered by radio astronomers at 
the Carnegie Institution of Washington, C. 
Some thought the signals were local inter-
ference, perhaps a noisy ignition system 
of a pickup truck whose driver was return-
ing home from a late night date. However, 
analysis revealed that the planet Jupiter was 
in the beam of the Mills Cross antenna each 
time that signals were heard. Unlike many 
radio astronomy dish antennas, the huge 
Mills Cross comprised over 100 dipoles 
strung between wooden poles planted in a 
Maryland field. The dipoles were phased 
to produce a narrow, steerable, pencil-thin 
beam some 2.5  in width. That is an amaz-
ingly narrow beam considering the operat-
ing frequency was 22.2 MHz. Ever since 
this accidental discovery, researchers have 
aimed shortwave antennas at Jupiter as they 
attempted to understand the source of these 
powerful signals.

Giant Jupiter, some 500 million miles 
from Earth, is a huge ball of gas with a small 
core of solid hydrogen, a strong magnetic 
field, and a retinue of over 60 moons. The 
largest moons, Io, Europa, Ganymede and 
Callisto, were first viewed by Galileo over 
400 years ago using his primitive telescope. 
Large enough to hold 1000 Earths, Jupiter 
rotates about its axis every 10 hours — a 
rotating speed demon compared to tiny 
Earth and its 24-hour day.

Signals Detected
The so-called decametric radio signals 

from Jupiter are not on the air all the time 
but seem to be linked to three longitude 
regions around the planet, cleverly named 
the A, B, and C source regions. If one of 

these source regions is facing Earth, we 
have an increased probability of receiving 
signals. If the Jovian moon Io is in the right 
place in its orbit, the probability of receiving 
signals is greatly enhanced. The moon Io 
happens to be within the tidal force’s limit 
of Jupiter and it is literally being torn apart 
by gravitational forces with tides as large as 
100 meters (about 300 feet!). Io crosses the 
magnetic field of Jupiter and is thus able to 
release charged particles into the field. These 
charges are accelerated to very high speed 
and spiral along magnetic field lines and 
generate synchrotron radiation, which mani-
fests itself as the radio signals detected here 
on Earth. There is additional data that sug-
gests that Ganymede and Europa may also 
contribute to the radio emissions. Earth’s 

(Photo courtesy of NASA.)

Jupiter and Io.

Figure 1 — Jupiter radio noise bursts 
received at 20.1 MHz using a Jove receiver 

and dual dipole antenna. Signals are 
displayed using SkyPipe software. The 
vertical axis is proportional to voltage.
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ionosphere limits ground based reception 
below about 15 MHz and Jupiter itself does 
not emit these signals above 39.5 MHz — an 
upper limit determined by the strength of the 
Jovian magnetic field.

So what do the signals sound like  There 
are two distinct types  L bursts sound like 
ocean waves breaking up on a beach, and 
S bursts, which can occur at rates of tens of 
bursts per second, sound like popcorn pop-
ping or a handful of gravel thrown onto a 
tin roof.

Have you heard them  Late at night is the 
best time, when the ionosphere has become 
transparent and most terrestrial signals have 
disappeared on the 15 meter band. The quiet 
hiss in your headphones comes mostly from 
relativistic electrons spiraling in the galactic 
magnetic field. L-bursts and S-bursts are 
heard above this background noise. A radio 
noise storm of L- or S-bursts can last from a 
few minutes to a couple of hours (Figure 1).

o you need a giant antenna spread out 
over several acres  Fortunately not — a ham 
band Yagi will do very nicely. Even if Jupiter 
is 30  or 40  above your horizon, a low-
mounted Yagi aimed toward the azimuth of 
Jupiter will probably have adequate gain. And 
you don’t need a cryogenically-cooled front 
end either  your favorite ham-band receiver is 
plenty sensitive. Just be sure to turn the AGC 
off, as AGC can severely distort the Jovian 
noise bursts. Probably the best frequency 
range is between 18 and 22 MHz, so if you 
are using a ham-band only receiver, try the 
15 or 17 meter bands. Either AM or SSB 
modes will work. Just tune for a quiet spot 

Figure 2 — The Jove RJ1.1 direct conversion receiver is simplicity itself with only two 
controls – a POWER SWITCH/VOLUME CONTROL and a TUNING knob. Low level audio from the 

receiver is sent to a computer sound card and also may drive an amplified speaker. The 
receiver uses a J310 grounded gate RF amplifier followed by the traditional NE602 mixer/

oscillator and high gain audio amplifiers. A varicap tunes the receiver over a 400 kHz range 
centered on 20.1 MHz.

Figure 3 — Here is a block diagram of the 
Radio Jove receiver.

between the stations.
uring a good storm, Jovian signals can 

be easily heard, often several dB above the 
background noise. Of course, the bigger 
your antenna the stronger the signals. The 
640-dipole, 26.3 MHz, phased array antenna 
at the University of Florida would yield sig-
nals well over 20 dB above the background.

Radio Jove
Ten years ago a group of (mostly) 

University of Florida graduates working at 
NASA conceived an educational outreach 
program known as Radio Jove. The idea was 
to build an inexpensive radio telescope kit 
suitable for detecting signals from Jupiter. 
The Jove receiver (Figure 2) is a simple 
direct-conversion design operating over a 
few hundred kilohertz range centered at 
20.1 MHz. The block diagram is shown in 

Sources for Jupiter Radio Supplies and Information
Radio Jove Web site: http://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/
Jim Sky’s Radio Jupiter Central site: www.radiosky.com/rjcentral.html 
Jim Sky’s Radio Sun Central site: www.radiosky.com/suncentral.html
The Society of Amateur Radio Astronomy (SARA): www.radio-astronomy.org/
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Figure 4 — The Jove dual dipole array. Dipoles are suspended between PVC masts. Signals from the dipoles go to a power combiner and 
then to the receiver.

(A)

(B)
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Figure 6 — Radio spectrogram of Jupiter radio noise storm activity. Horizontal lines are weak 
stations while Jovian signals are seen as the enhanced region between 20.2 and 23.5 MHz. 
Any resemblance between this emission region and the shape of the starship nterprise is 

purely coincidental.

Figure 5 — A single shark fin shaped solar 
burst. Activity has been sparse during the 

long solar minimum but as we head toward 
maximum there will be many opportunities 
to hear solar bursts. On occasion, following 

a strong burst the background noise will 
decrease, indicating increased absorption 
in the earth’s ionosphere due to enhanced 

solar X-ray and UV flux. 

Figure 3. The antenna is a dual dipole array 
(Figure 4). Audio signals from the receiver 
are sent to a computer sound card where they 
are processed and displayed as a strip-chart 
record using Sky ipe software. In addition 
to simply displaying signal strength, Sky ipe 
will stream your data over the Internet to other 
observers who can then display your results 
in real time on their computer screens.

Radio upiter ro (RJP) software carries 
out the fairly complex calculations necessary 
to predict when a radio noise storm is likely, 
taking into account the longitude of Jupiter 
facing the Earth, the position of Io in its orbit, 
and where Jupiter is in your local sky.

Many observers are also using the Jove 
equipment to monitor radio noise bursts from 
the Sun. Some solar bursts can be very strong 
(over 25 dB above the background) and 
can easily be received with a single dipole. 
Individual solar bursts often start abruptly, 
and then trail off in intensity over tens of 
seconds (Figure 5). On a strip-chart record 
they sometimes look like a shark fin. Since 
you will be receiving during the daytime, 
the ionosphere can be an issue (as discussed 
in previous articles) and you need to tune 
between stations to avoid false signals.

Solar radio bursts are classified as fol-
lows (from www.radios y.com suncentral.
html)  

ype   Short, narrow band events that 
usually occur in great numbers together with 
a broader band continuum. May last for 
hours or days. 

ype   Slow drift from high to low fre-
quencies. Often show fundamental and sec-
ond harmonic frequency structure. 

ype   Rapidly drift from high to low 
frequencies. May exhibit harmonics. Often 

accompany the flash phase of large flares. 
ype   Flare-related broad-band con-

tinua. 
ype   Broad-band continua that may 

appear with Type III bursts. Last 1 to 2 min-
utes, with duration increasing as frequency 
decreases. 

The Jove program operates two radio 
spectrographs. These instruments normally 
sweep through 200 channels between 18 
and 28 MHz and produce a visual display 
of signal strength at different frequencies. 
Spectrograms are streamed to observers 
in real-time and are useful in seeing what 
frequencies are currently active (http
radio o e.gsfc.nasa.go software index.
html). Jupiter noise storms often drift up and 
down the spectrum, and the spectrograms 
help observers confirm their signals at 20.1 
MHz (Figure 6).

To date over 1400 Radio Jove kits have 
been sold to enthusiastic observers all over 
the world. The kit has been successfully 
assembled by middle school and high school 
students, giving them a lesson in electronics 
and the opportunity to participate in scientific 
studies.

Radio Jove offers a great opportunity for 
ham radio operators to become involved, 
perhaps with local schools, helping them to 
get on the air and make observations. The 
radio telescope kit costs under 200 and 
includes the receiver kit, most of the antenna 
hardware, as well as Sky ipe and R  soft-
ware. To learn more about the program visit 
the Jove Web site at http radio o e.gsfc.
nasa.go .
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Dr. Sam Green, WØPCE

10951 Pem Rd, Saint Louis, MO 63146; w0pce@arrl.net

An Oscilloscope 
Camera Mount
Take perfect waveform photos with 

your digital camera.

I make a lot of measurements with an 
oscilloscope, which I record in order to pres-
ent the results. In decades past when my 
employer provided a laboratory and paid for 
the materials, I went through a lot of Polaroid 
film packs. These were never inexpensive, 
but such film now costs upwards of 1.50 
per shot. 

Up-to-date oscilloscopes are computers 
and record screen images to USB memory 
sticks. A decade ago, some oscilloscopes 
had floppy disk drives to record screen 
images. 

I do a lot of work at home and still need 
to record results with older equipment that 
requires photographic recording. The mod-
ern digital camera makes this fairly easy, but 
if you’ve ever tried to hold a camera steady 
in front of an oscilloscope screen, you will 
appreciate the stability that a purpose-made 
mount provides. I built this unit with avail-
able parts and little care for looks. I didn’t 
purchase anything. It isn’t pretty, but the 
mount in Figure 1 really does the job.

Make your own
I only provide guidelines here, because 

each design is custom. Various oscilloscopes 
have different size screens, and various 
cameras have different heights to the center 
of the lens and different horizontal spac-
ing from the center of the lens to the tripod 
screw mount. 

Your oscilloscope must be less than 40 
years old to have a rectangular bezel around 
the CRT. This excludes old umont and 
Eico and really old Heathkit oscilloscopes 
with circular bezels.

The material in my example is  inch 
thick flooring material that a colleague at 
work discarded, so there must be  inch 
clearance around the bezel. Figures 2 and 
3 show two more overall views. If there are 
any knobs or bolt heads close to the bezel 
that interfere, consider how you might 
accommodate these. 

Figure 1 — The completed camera mount attaches to the front of a Tektronix 
oscilloscope and positions a digital camera with the lens centered in front of 

the screen.

Figure 2 — Here, the completed camera mount is ready to be placed on the oscilloscope. 
Note that simple angle brackets hold the pieces of the frame together.
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My unit is about 12 inches long with the 
camera front almost 11 inches from the screen. 
I use the zoom feature to increase the size of 
the screen image within the format. If your 
digital camera doesn’t zoom, find the optimum 
screen to camera lens experimentally before-
hand. If your digital camera does not have a 
macro short range focus option, stop here or 
make sure the screen is in focus at a range that 
fills a good portion of the view screen. 

Build a snug fitting frame around the rect-
angular bezel. If you’re lucky enough to have 
a Tektronix oscilloscope, the bezel has a slot 
on top as shown in Figure 4, to accommodate 
the original oscilloscope camera adapter. I 
ran a couple of short wood screws into the 
top of my frame so that the screw points pen-
etrate into this slot to hold the camera mount 
onto the instrument. Figure 5 shows these 
screws at the top, and Figure 6 shows the 
mount held to the slot by these screws. My 

ikusui oscilloscope has a similar a slot, as 
do some other brands. With no slot, you must 
find another way to hold the camera mount in 
place, or perhaps set the oscilloscope on the 
floor with the screen facing up so the camera 
mount can simply rest in place.

Measure and Calculate 
Now you have a platform that fits to the 

bezel. Next calculate where to position the 
camera so that the center of the lens is at the 
horizontal and vertical center of the screen. 

First determine where to place the  inch 
camera mount hole to center the lens hori-
zontally. ouble check this before drilling. 
Then determine how much you must elevate 
the camera to place the center of the lens at 
the same height as the center of the screen. 
Shim to this height with blocks of wood. You 
don’t need to plane a shim to fine-tune this 
height adjustment, though. It’s more impor-
tant to keep the camera horizontal that to get 
it exactly in the center. Then drill a hole for 
the camera mounting bolt through the elevat-
ing blocks. Figure 7 shows the details of the 
assembly.

The Hard Part 
Here is the hard part. You must find and 

perhaps modify a -20 bolt of length suffi-
cient to pass through the base board and shim 
blocks plus a few threads to screw into the 
camera. I found some “swivel pad clamps” in 
a couple sizes for 7.48 plus shipping.1 These 
bolts have a 1 inch diameter head designed 
for clamping something in place with simple 
finger tightening. You may be able to find 
something similar, or use an ordinary Allen 

Figure 3 — This photo shows the frame from the oscilloscope end.

Figure 4 — The top edge of the frame around this Tektronix oscilloscope has a V groove 
designed to hold a camera mount. The author drove two wood screws through the top of 
his camera mount box so the points of the screws protrude just enough to engage in this 

groove.

Figure 5 — Looking into the camera from the oscilloscope end of the camera mount frame, 
you can see the points of the screws protruding slightly through the top board.

1I found long ¼-20 “swivel pad clamps” via 
mail order at Reid Supply. www.reidsupply.
com/Detail.aspx?itm=AM-2.
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Figure 6 — The screw points in the top board fit into the V groove of 
the oscilloscope frame, and the mounting system hinges down into 

position.

Figure 7 — This photo shows the spacer boards used to shim the 
camera to the proper height so the lens will be centered on the 

oscilloscope display.

Figure 8 — Here you can see the spacer block and the long “swivel 
pad clamp” screw as well as the tripod mounting hole on the bottom 

of the camera.

Figure 9 — Viewed from the bottom of the camera mounting system, 
you can see that there are several holes to accommodate the 

“swivel pad clamp” screw for attaching various cameras for proper 
positioning of the camera lens.

Figure 10 — This photo of the oscilloscope screen shows the clear 
photos that the author produces with his camera mounting system. 

Notice especially that the screen frame is rectangular, level and 
square, with no “pin cushion effect” along the edges of the screen.
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Figure 11 — By using a photo editing program, the author is able to convert the photo to a 
“negative” image and then produce a gray scale image for publication.

or hex head bolt with large-diameter washers. 
If the bolt is too long, grind it down or use 
washers to take up some length. I did both. 
Use at least one washer to keep a smaller bolt 
head from grinding into the wood. o not use 
a wrench to force a bolt that is too long into 
the camera base. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the mounting hard-
ware detail. You can see additional holes in 
the bottom view of Figure 9 from when this 
mount supported a different camera with dif-
ferent positioning requirements.

Using the Camera Mount
For simplicity, this mount does not com-

pletely enclose the camera to screen path. 
You get to see the screen while you make pre-
photo adjustments, but you must turn off the 
ambient lighting when taking photos. I turn 
off nearby lamps and one across the base-
ment to prevent reflections from the screen. 

Adjust the zoom so that the camera does 
not crop the screen image. If you were care-
ful, the image on the back of your digital 
camera is perfectly horizontal. Turn off the 
flash and enable the macro short range focus 
option in the menu by selecting the flower 
rather than the mountain. Snap some screen 
images. Zoom into a saved image to be sure 
it is in correct focus. The lowest possible 
camera resolution is perfectly satisfactory 
for oscilloscope waveform photos. I use
640 × 480 pixel image size, but I keep the 
jpeg resolution at “fine” because I hate jpeg 
artifacts. You can trade-off a smaller image 
on the view screen by using an image size 
with more pixels like 1600 × 1200 before you 
crop as I describe below. 

Figure 10 is a raw image that shows I 
didn’t elevate my camera quite high enough. 
I didn’t have a sufficiently long bolt.

Get It to the Computer
Finally, transfer the images from the 

camera to a personal computer to process the 
images in a program like PhotoShop or other 
editing software. I use Paint Shop Pro. Select 
the portion of the photo that corresponds to 
the desired screen image and discard the rest. 
Finally, change the color to negative. This 
reduces the file size typically by one third 
to around 30 kilobytes, saves a lot of ink or 
toner when printing, makes dim traces more 
apparent, and looks better. 

Figure 11 shows a cropped image ready 
to publish in grey scale format with contrast 
enhancement.

In Conclusion
Try building this simple photographic aid. 

Spending an evening to improve your wave-
form recording will be well worth the effort.

r. Sam reen, WØ E, is an aero

space engineer in Saint Louis, Missouri, 
with degrees in Electronic Engineering from 
Northwestern niversity and the niversity 
of Illinois at rbana. Sam specializes in 
optical data communications and photon
ics. Sam became KN9KE  and K9KE  
in 195  while a high school freshman in 
Skokie, Illinois, and held a Technician class 
license for  years before finally upgrad
ing to Amateur Extra lass in 199 . Sam 
is a Registered rofessional Engineer in 
Missouri, a life senior member of IEEE, an 
ARRL Member, and a member of BEARS, the 
Boeing Employee Amateur Radio Society. 
Sam holds fourteen patents, and three more 
are pending. 

Next Issue in QEX
Dick Jansson, KD1K, shares some 

of his thermal design expertise with us 
as he describes the operation and 
applications of heat pipes. Dick has 
done thermal design work on a number 
of AMSAT OSCAR satellites, including 
his use of heat pipes in the AO-40 
(Phase 3D) satellite. Today you might 
find heat pipe technology used to help 
cool the CPU in your computer. Dick 
explains how these devices operate, 
and even suggests an Amateur Radio 
application — cooling a transistor 
power amplifier with a CPU heat pipe.
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S R  Simplified

Ray Mack, W5IFS 

17060 Conway Springs Ct, Austin, TX 78717; w5ifs@arrl.net

SDR: Simplified Web Page
I have obtained the web address www.

dsp-radio-resources.info so that I can 
communicate updates and corrections 
between installments of the column. As I 
write this, the page is empty, but it should 
have content soon.

As promised, I worked on our software 
development tools over the holidays and 
the ensuing months. Once again, it was 
quite an adventure. I have finally gotten 
to the point of being able to decompress 
archives, upload and download files, and 
build binary images. This installment 
chronicles what I learned.

Uncompressing Linux Archives
The latest source code for uC inu  

comes in the file uClinux-dist-2009R1.1-
RC4.tar.bz2. The last extension is the 
compression type (bzip) and the next in-
dicates that it is a inu  TAR file. This file 
is called a tar all (after the ugly things that 
float in the ocean). TAR is an abbreviation 
for Tape ARchive from the old days when 
software was physically moved from com-
puter to computer on massive reels of 
magnetic tape. indo s archive utilities 
do not understand tar files, so we need  
a inu  tool to decompress the file into 
its component files for use on indo s. I 
found a free inu  archive utility at the
freecountry.com. Use the URL thefree
country.com/utilities/archivers.shtml 
and get PeaZIP. This utility understands all 
of the archive types on the Stamp distribu-
tion CD and on the Blackfin Koop Web site.

Transferring Files to uBoot
A quick and easy way to load binary 

files into memory for execution is called 
tftp (trivial file transfer protocol). One of 
the commands that is part of the u oot 
debug monitor on the Stamp os tftp. The 
Blackfin Web pages give a link to F P 
ur o from Weird Solutions. They have a 

personal version that you can download 
from corporate.weird-solutions.com/
products/tftp-turbo. This is both a server 
and a client so you can use tftp to send 
and receive files from other computers. 

F P ur o works on indo s P and 
indo s  but not on indo s 7. If 

you are running indo s 7, you will need 
to get the TFTP server from SolarWinds. 
Go to solarwinds.com/downloads/ to 
find the free down load. You will need to 
register with them to download the file, 
but it is free.

The Blackfin Web site has a topic in 
the documentation that describes how to 

set up a tftp server. The documentation 
is at docs.blackfin.uclinux.org/doku.
php?id=setting_up_a_tftp_server. The 
information for indo s is at the bottom. 
One thing the Blackfin Web site does not 
tell you is that the indo s firewall (espe-
cially indo s 7) is very good at stopping 
access. TFTP uses UDP packets and port 
69 (an arcane part of Internet operation) 
to connect between your Stamp and the 
computer. You need to go into the network 
configuration/firewall utility in Control 
Panel and allow Port 69 to have access 
to your computer. 

TFTP is an extremely unsecure method 
of file transfer. You should leave your TFTP 
server disabled when not in use and prob-
ably disconnect from the Internet when 
transferring files. Definitely keep your virus 
scan software up to date! Unfortunately, 
u oot does not have a more robust file 
transfer mechanism unless you want to 
use Y Modem or Kermit serial protocols. 
This is another place where indo s 7 is 
not your friend. All indo s versions be-
fore 7 came with Hyperterm from Hilgraeve 
Systems and this allowed Y modem and 
Kermit. indo s 7 does not come with a 
terminal program and Hilgraeve no longer 
gives away a free version. A special note 
to Hyperterm users with indo s P: 
the scroll back buffer is terribly broken 
in the program as shipped by Microsoft. 
Only the window with the first 25 lines 
has a correct display. I also have an older 
version of Procomm that I loaded on my 

indo s 7 Netbook. It does not handle file 
transfers. There is likely something special 
that makes the older version not play well 
with indo s 7.

Once your TFTP server is installed, you 
need to set it up to run. The SolarWinds 
server is set up under the File\Configure 
menu. You need to set the place where 
the files are stored. You also need to start 
the server. The SolarWinds server has a 
Start button on the configuration dialog. 
You need to click that button to start up 
the server.

Once you have tftp running on the 
indo s machine, you are ready to load a 

file into memory on the Stamp. I configure 
my tftp server to use c:\temp as the source 
directory for my files. I build a binary (but 
you can test with a text file) and place 
it in the c:\temp directory. I tested using 
the example program “blink” that is in the 

indo s compiler directory. The next step 
is to set the Stamp so it knows where to 
find your computer. Run the command 
“printenv” and it will show you all of the 

environment variables for u oot. One of 
those is “serverip”. You need the IP ad-
dress of your indo s machine to do 
the transfer. Open a command prompt 
window (in the start menu under acces-
sories) and type “ipconfig”. The IP address 
will be listed. It is generally something 
like 192.168.1.102. Now go to the com-
mand window for the Stamp and type “set 
serverip 192.168.1.102” (assuming the IP 
address you found was 192.168.1.102). 
The last set up step is to connect your 
Stamp to the network. Type “dhcp” so that 
the Stamp gets its own IP address. When 
you type “tftp 1000000 blink” the Stamp 
will contact the computer and transfer the 
file “blink” into the address 0x1000000 in 
memory.

Linux and Software Development 
Computers

I built a inu  machine from an old 
desktop PC I had around the house, but I 
can’t use it to work over lunch at the office. 
WalMart had a sale on Netbooks for $228 
over the holidays, so I picked one up for 
use during lunchtime. This replaced my 
ten year old laptop that finally became 
too crippled to use. You might want to try 
WalMart in case they still have some at 
that price.

There are a few things I really like about 
using a netbook as a development system. 
The first is that it is ultimately portable. 
It weighs just a couple of pounds and is 
about the size of a text book. Even better 
is that it will hook to a USB keyboard, USB 
mouse, and full size monitor to give 1920 
by 1080 screen resolution. I essentially 
have a full featured desktop computer in 
2 pounds.

We talked last year about using co inu  
as a virtual computer on top of indo s. 
At least for me, this was not terribly useful. 
I found a way to use untu inu  without 
modifying my indo s machine in any 
way. inu  fully understands indo s 
disks, so you can boot a second drive to 
give you inu  and still get to all of your 

indo s working directories.
All the computers I have seen over the 

past three years or so allow you to boot 
from either a CD or a USB disk in addi-
tion to the internal hard disk. In searching 
for tools, I found a way to boot inu  from 
a USB Flash drive or USB hard drive. 
Booting from a Flash drive is important 
because it allows us to have a inu  ma-
chine that will seamlessly deposit files on 
our indo s hard drive as well as allowing 
building a new image of inu . I tried to 
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build a USB hard drive system, but that 
was painful and not successful. The Flash 
system on a 2 GB drive works adequately, 
though. I will continue to work on getting 
an external hard drive to boot inu , since 
that will allow us to build device drivers and 
the entire operating system.

The first step in the process is to go to 
the Ubuntu Web site (www.ubuntu.com/
GetUbuntu/download) and download 
the CD image for the install CD. This will 
place the file ubuntu-9.10-desktop-i386.
iso (690 MB size) on your indo s hard 
drive. Note where your browser saved the 
file. Next you need to go to the boot utility 
site (www.pendrivelinux.com/create-a-
ubuntu-9-10-live-usb-in-windows/). You 
really need to start at step 2 of the instruc-
tions since you have already downloaded 

untu inu  from the Ubuntu site. Step 
2 downloads the file USB-Installer-for-
Ubuntu-v0.2.exe onto your system. Insert 
your 2 GB or larger Flash Drive in your 

indo s machine. Use the indo s 
plorer application to format the Flash drive 
as a FAT32 volume. It is important that 
you use this format. Once this process 
is complete you should not attempt to 
use this drive with Windows! After the 
drive is formatted, run the S installer
for untu  program. It will prompt you 
for the location of your Ubuntu ISO file, and 
then you can let the program create your 
boot drive. This takes about 15 minutes, 
so be patient while it works.

The last step is to modify the boot se-
quence for your computer. This is a place 
where every computer is different depend-
ing on which company produced the BIOS. 
Your computer documentation should tell 
you how to interrupt the boot sequence 
and start the BIOS configuration. It is 
almost universal that continually pressing 
the space bar immediately after turning 
on the computer will send you to a point 
where you can get to the configuration 
utility. You will have to search the menus 
in order to find the step that allows you to 
set up the system to boot from the USB 
drive first and then boot from the internal 
hard drive if the USB boot does not show 
a bootable drive. 

Do not try to use your new Linux 
Flash drive in more than one computer. 
This confuses the boot process and will 
likely result in the need to reload inu  on 
your flash drive. You should not store any 
critical data on your new inu  Flash drive 
just in case you need to reformat it. Using 
a Flash drive is not perfect. At some point 
you will encounter a problem such as not 
being able to connect to your indo s 
C: drive or the user interface just never 
comes up. The solution is to reformat the 
Flash drive.

Now, you can choose to run your com-
puter as a inu  machine by inserting your 
USB Flash drive and turning on the power. 
Turning on power without the USB Flash 
drive will start indo s normally.

The system will ask you if you want to 

run inu  from the USB drive as well as 
presenting a few other options. Choose to 
run from the USB drive. inu  is a little dif-
ferent from indo s when it starts. You will 
see hundreds of commands go by on the 
screen as it starts up. These are diagnostic 
messages that the inu  developers use 
to ensure it boots correctly. The last thing 
that happens is that the system will log 
you on as the default user and bring up 
the user interface. 

The user interface is very similar to 
that of indo s. The menu bar across the 
top is similar to the indo s Start menu. 
The items we want are in the “Places” 
menu. This is similar to indo s plorer 
and lists several “disk drive” locations on 
the computer. The one we want is the C: 
drive on your indo s computer. There 
is a Volume Identifier on the hard drive. 
In my case, this is “eMachines.” Another 
computer shows C: as “80.0GB Drive.” 
You can double click that icon and open 
your C: drive. Let’s assume you went to 
the Blackfin inu  site and downloaded 
the tar ball to the root of “C:” You will see 
an icon labeled “uClinux-dist-2009R1.1-
RC4.tar.bz2.” Double click that icon and 
the archive utility will launch, read the 
archive, and show you the contents. The 
menu at the top of the application has the 
option to decompress the archive. It is 
important to store archive files in the root 
of C: or in working directories in the root. 
inu  does not allow you to go into the “My 

Documents” area of the drive.
When you are finished doing a inu  

operation, you can shut down the system 
by clicking the red On/Off button in the up-
per right of the screen. Just like indo s, 
it lets you shut down, restart, or hibernate. 
It is important that you allow the system to 
completely finish its job of shutting down 
before removing the Flash drive. inu  
stores your configuration to the Flash drive 
as part of its shut down.

DSP Software Execution on the Stamp
There are two methods to run code on 

the Stamp. The first is called bare metal. 
In this mode, your program takes complete 
control of the CPU and all of its resources. 
Your program must handle all of the opera-
tions and the only practical way to debug 
is using a JTAG debugger (expensive). 
The second way is to run a program as a 
inu  application. In this case, inu  stops 

you from getting directly to large parts of 
the Stamp board hardware. You must use 
device drivers to access the hardware 
but you can debug your code using the 
software debugger called “gdb.” (There is a 
kernel debugger for debugging device driv-
ers, but that is a more advanced topic.) 

There are two versions of the C cross 
compiler. The one for bare metal is “elf\
bin\bfin-elf-gcc.exe.” The one for inu  is 
“linux-uclibc\bfin-linux-uclibc\bin\gcc.
exe.” The compilers are actually identical. 
They will generate identical code. The dif-

ference is that the linker (the program that 
makes the binary image) is set to link your 
code to different libraries. 

The libraries in the elf branch imple-
ment stub versions of functions like read 
and write of files. So, if you want to debug 
a bare metal application by sending mes-
sages to the serial port, you will have to 
implement the low level functions to man-
age the hardware. You must stay away 
from any functions that manipulate the I/O 
system when implementing a bare metal 
system unless you can implement any 
functions that touch the hardware.

The libraries in the “linux-uclibc” branch 
implement connections to the I/O sub-
system of inu . inu  implements a wall 
between your programs and the hardware. 
That wall requires that all of your connec-
tions to hardware call a inu  I/O function. 
In general, that means calling read(), 
write(), or ioctl(). The downside to using 
inu  is that it requires a device driver for 

every piece of hardware in the system. 
We ran into this problem when we tried to 
use the AD7476 with inu  as shipped on 
the Stamp board. We had problems using 
the SPI driver that is part of the image on 
the board. 

Run Time Loading of Drivers in Linux
We can build a new version of the 

operating system that includes a new SPI 
driver, but we need a inu  computer for 
that process. The other option is to build 
just the SPI driver and set up the inu  
on the Stamp to load the driver from your 

indo s computer every time you want to 
run the Stamp board. As you can imagine, 
that is pretty cumbersome. The best solu-
tion is to create a new operating system 
image and install it in the Flash memory. 
The danger, and the reason I haven’t done 
it yet, is that you could wipe out the flash 
memory in a way that would require a 
JTAG debugger to recover. I am not quite 
ready for that leap of faith.

The process of installing a driver at 
runtime is straightforward even though it 
is time consuming. It is time consuming 
because files are stored in a RAM disk 
and they disappear when you turn off 
the power or reboot. The driver is called 
a kernel module because it runs with full 
privilege of the operating system (the 
kernel).

The first step of the process is to load 
the file onto a running inu  image us-
ing FTP. Once the file is loaded into the 
RAM disk in the proper place, we run a 
command called “insmod.” The program 
reads the file header and connects the 
new module into the kernel. There are two 
other commands that we will use when 
we do run time loadable modules. “lsmod” 
shows which modules are installed, and 
“rmmod” removes a module. We will look 
at this process in more detail in a later 
installment.
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Simple Hardware Testing
There is a third and intermediate level 

of control that will allow you to talk directly 
to the hardware using a method similar to 
BASIC’s peek and poke. The boot moni-
tor, uBoot, runs after the internal BF537 
boot ROM runs. You can stop it from 
booting inu  by pressing the space bar 
immediately after uBoot starts. There are 
a number of commands in uBoot that allow 
reading and writing memory. Type “help” 
at the command prompt to see all of the 
available commands.

The memory read and write commands 
have multiple sub commands. It is not 
clear from the help you get in uBoot that 
you must use the word wide forms of the 
commands. The full 32 bit and byte wide 
forms give you garbage and can cause 
the system to reboot. The registers of 
the Blackfin processors are on 4 byte 
boundaries, but they are only 16 bits wide. 
You will see the data of each register 
duplicated when you do a memory dump. 
Changing registers can be done with com-
mands such as “mm.w”. You can change 
the SPI registers, as an example, by typing 
“mm.w ffc00500<Enter>.” It prompts you 
for each 16 bit value. The board comes up 
with the first two SPI registers set to 0400 

and ff00. You can write those values back 
as a test by typing 0400 and “Enter” twice, 
then ff00 and “Enter” twice.

This method is especially useful for 
testing new hardware since you can al-
most always read and write registers to do 
a single input or output operation. I used 
this method to verify that the combination 
ADC/DAC board was functional.

A Bare Metal Test Program
I finally managed to puzzle through all 

of the documentation for the Stamp, uBoot,
inu , and the compiler. The compiler 

comes with an example program called 
blink. You will find it in the “GNU_Toolchain\
examples\standalone\bf537-stamp” direc-
tory. You will open a Command window 
and change to the directory with the blink 
application source code. Simply type 
“make” and the system will build all of the 
files necessary for the program. Copy the 
file “blink” to your tftp directory (C:\temp on 
my machine). Start your terminal emulator 
program and power up the Stamp. Press 
the space bar to stop uBoot from starting 
inu . Type the command “dhcp” on the 

Stamp. Run “ipconfig” on your computer 
to determine its IP address. Type “set 
serverip IPADDRESS” where IPADDRESS 

is your computer’s IP address. Type “tftp 
1000000 blink” on the Stamp. You should 
see the transfer occur and about 67000 
bytes transferred. Type “bootelf 1000000” 
on the Stamp. You will see several mes-
sages on the console that are the results 
of loading the file from address 0x1000000 
up to address 0xffa00000. When you look 
at the Stamp board you should see the 
LEDs illuminating in a moving pattern.

On the Web and Next Installment
Now that we can write code, compile it, 

and load it on the Stamp to run, we will do 
the experiments that we looked at in theory 
during 2009. These include a hardware 
verification program for the combination 
ADC/DAC board and an AM receiver. I 
will post the results and code on both my 
dsp-radio-resources.info Web site and 
also send them for posting on the ARRL 
Web site at www.arrl.org/qexfiles.

The next installment will look at some 
more ambitious programs to do receiv-
ing and transmitting operations. With the 
steep learning curve of the software tools 
behind us, we can embark on some fun 
experiments and work towards a usable 
Software Defined Radio.
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Tech Notes

Bob Kopski, K3NHI

25 W End Dr, Lansdale, PA 19446; kopskib@gmail.com

The Analog evices 8307 logarithmic 
amplifier has long been a popular component 
among home brew equipment builders. I first 
saw reference to its use in a simple power 
meter application in a June 2001 ST article 
by Wes Hayward, W7ZOI and Bob Larkin, 
W7PUA.1 Later, with encouragement from 
Wes, I offered some embellished versions 
in E  for May/June 2002 and Sept/Oct 
2003.2, 3 Still later, in the May/June 2005 
issue of E , Roger Hayward, A7E M, 
offered a PIC-based variant.4 In the Jan/Feb 
2004 issue of E , I described “A Simple RF 
Power Calibrator” as an easy, low cost, and 
accurate way to calibrate any of the above 
instruments, plus spectrum analyzers and the 
more conventional sensor-type power meters 
as well.5 This simple home brew device filled 
a missing spot in many home labs.

The Calibrator used an easily measured 
10 MHz square wave as a reference signal 
source. Anyone with a VM could set it 
up and then apply it as a known source of 
RF power. Its utilization in this regard was 
based on an Analog evices assured per-
formance feature of the A 8307, namely 
that a square wave having a peak to peak 
amplitude of  the peak to peak value of a 
sine wave produced the same response. That 
is, the 8307 saw these different waveforms 
as “the same.” Not only did I get this as 
personal assurance from Analog evices 
(A ) years ago, but reference was made 
to this in the 8307 Rev A ata Sheet at the 
time. (You can download this data sheet 
at  www.datasheetcatalog.org datasheet
analogde ices 7 7 a.pdf.
See page 10, left column, at the bottom of 
the page.) The same statement still appears 
in the latest data sheet (Rev ) available at 
www.analog.com static imported files
data sheets 7.pdf. See page 12 under 
“Intercept Calibration.” As designed and pub-
lished, the Calibrator produced a 20 dBm
level on a 50  input 8307-based power 
meter. The same signal provided a 24 dBm
reference for a spectrum analyzer, and a 
23 dBm level for a conventional sensor-type 

power meter. (See Note 5 for the associated 
math.) Regrettably, the 8307 waveform-
related performance has changed.

Recently I completed another variant of 
an 8307 power meter — some 6 years after 
building my first. In the process of calibrating 
1Notes appear on page 45.

Figure 1 — This photo shows two power meters built by the author. The RF Power 
Calibrator II is on top of the VHF Power Meter, shown on the left.

it, I found something amiss in the applica-
tion of my trusty Calibrator. It took weeks 
of effort and back-and-forth with A , but 
eventually I learned that “newer” 8307s do
not respond to non-sinusoids as do “older” 
8307s. The reference paragraph in the 8307 

ata Sheet is no longer applicable over the 
normal dynamic range of the IC. Evaluation 
of four device date code samples, beginning 
with but past (my original) 0140 up to 0713 
demonstrate this.

This departure from the early performance 
is illustrated in two Microsoft Excel spread-
sheet files that I created. See PM1PM2 4.xls 
and PM1PM2 5.xls, which are available for 
download from the E  files Web site.6 It is 
clear that, whereas one power meter responds 
nicely over the dynamic range of applied 
square wave power, the second power meter 
does not — it basically “falls apart” at about 

20 dBm — exactly the design reference 
level of the Calibrator. Yet both power meters 
seem to work fine with sine wave inputs. I 

have verified this same behavior for several 
“newer,” variously date-coded 8307s, as has 
A . (I have suggested to A  that a revision 
of their data sheet may be in order.)

While it is not clear exactly what has 
changed, it is clear that the Calibrator, with 
its design value of 20 dBm relative to 8307 
applications, cannot be used with confidence 
with contemporary ICs. Maybe I should say 
contemporary ICs cannot be used with con-
fidence with the Calibrator as designed. In 
any case, all data I’ve studied for square wave 
equivalent power levels greater than about 
20 dB shows quite acceptable performance 

— as depicted in the Excel spreadsheet files 
mentioned earlier.

In consideration of the above I have 
revised the circuitry of the E  Simple RF 
Power Calibrator to increase its output to 
10 dBm for 8307 power meter applications. 

The new level then becomes 13 dBm as seen 
by power sensors, and 14 dBm (fundamen-
tal) on a spectrum analyzer.
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Figure 1 is a photo of two of my power 
meters, with the revised power calibrator 
on top of the VHF Power Meter on the left. 
The revised circuit and parts values for the 
“RF Power Calibrator II” is shown in Figure 
2. A comparison between the original and 
revised circuits would show the minor resis-
tor value and wiring changes. The alignment 
procedure remains the same, but the new test 
point value is 50.0 mV dc as noted on the 
schematic. The output still looks like 50 ,
and, when properly adjusted and then loaded 
with 50  the output signal will be 100 mVpp.
Recall that a 100 mVpp square wave “looks 
like” a 200 mVpp sine wave, or 10 dBm to 
this IC.

As an aside, do note that all A  8307 ICs 
respond very well to true sine waves. This 
can be seen in the Excel spreadsheets. All 
of these parts have degraded behavior with 
so-called “sine” inputs that are really not 
clean (undistorted) sine inputs. This means 

Figure 2 — Here is the schematic diagram for the Power Calibrator II. With a 50
termination connected to the output, the circuit will produce a –10 dBm reading on 
the AD8307 based power meter. A laboratory power meter that is based on thermal 
measurements will read –13 dBm. With a spectrum analyzer you would read –14 dBm on 
the 10 MHz fundamental signal.

C1, C2 — 1.0 F, 35 V tantalum
C3 — 0.1 F ceramic
R1 — 1100
R2 — 200  trim pot, Mouser 652-3306P-1-
201 or equivalent
R3 — 10 k
R4 — 390  ¼ W, ±1% film
R6 — 60.4  ¼ W, ±1% film
U1 — 5 V regulator, LM78L05
U2 — Oscillator, 10 MHz, CTX 045, Digi Key 
CTX114-ND or equivalent

Battery snap-on connector, Mouser 
12BC016 or equivalent
Housing, LMB, Mouser 537-M00-P or as 
desired
¼ inch threaded standoffs, Mouser 534-
8712 or equivalent
Output cable/connector as desired. The 
author used a coax pigtail with a BNC 
connector
Assorted screws, solder, tie wraps, circuit 
board material (using “ugly construction”) 
and assorted hardware

that the 8307 may not obey the published log 
linearity performance specification for these 
cases — something to be aware of.

Notes
1Wes Hayward, W7ZOI, and Bob Larkin, 

W7PUA, “Simple RF Power Measurement,” 
June 2001 S , pp 38-43.

2Bob Kopski, K3NHI, “An Advanced VHF Watt-
meter,” May/June 2002 , pp 3-8.

3Bob Kopski, K3NHI, “A Simple Enhancement 
for the ‘Advanced VHF Wattmeter,’ ” Sep/Oct 
2003 , pp 50-52.

4Roger Hayward, KA7EXM, “A PIC Based HF/
VHF Power Meter,” May/June 2005 , pp 
3-10.

5Bob Kopski, K3NHI, “A Simple RF Power Cali-
brator,” Jan/Feb 2004 , pp 51-54.

6The author’s Microsoft Excel spreadsheets are 
available for download from the ARRL 
Web site. Go to www.arrl.org/qexfiles and 
look for 3x10_Kopski.zip.

– TOO MANY TO LIST ALL –
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s m
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Upcoming Conferences
Society of Amateur Radio 

Astronomers 
July 4-7, 2010

National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory

Green Bank, West Virginia
 nnual Meeting 

The Society of Amateur Radio Astrono-
mers (SARA) will hold its 2010 Annual 
Meeting and Technical Conference, July 
4 through 7, 2010, at the National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), Green 
Bank, West Virginia. 

The last three years’ Conferences 
were landmark accomplishments for our 
organization. Please help the Society of 
Amateur Radio Astronomers to make the 
2010 Conference even better!

44th Annual Central States
VHF Society Conference 

July 22–24, 2010, 
Doubletree Inn St Louis at 

Westport
1973 Craighshire

St Louis, MO 63146

Papers for publication, either for pre-
sentation at the conference or simply for 
inclusion in the Proceedings, are solicited 
for the Central States VHF Society Confer-
ence. The deadline for submissions to be 
included in the Proceedings is May 25, 
2010. Poster displays are also solicited for 
the Conference. The deadline for notifying 
the Society that you plan to bring a poster 
for display is June 28, 2010.

Presentations aren’t necessarily tech-
nical — they cover the breadth of the 
VHF/UHF ham radio hobby. Highlights in 
past years have been demonstrations of 
Software Defined Radio and LASER Com-
munication beyond line-of-sight. Presenta-
tions generally vary from 15 to 45 minutes 
and step you through the highlights of 
the topic at hand, with complete texts 
published as articles in the Proceedings.
To submit papers or indicate that you will 
have a poster for display, or with other 
questions about the Conference, contact 
Ron Ochu, KOØZ, No. 5 Cricklewood Ln, 
St. Peters, MO 63376; ko0z@arrl.net.
There is more information about this year’s 
conference available on the Central States 
VHF Society Web site at www.csvhfs.org/
conference/.

The 29th Annual ARRL and 
TAPR Digital Communications 

Conference

September 24-26, 2010 
Portland, Oregon

Mark your calendar and start making 
plans to attend the premier technical con-
ference of the year, the 29th Annual ARRL 
and TAPR Digital Communications Confer-
ence to be held September 24-26, 2010, in 
Portland, Oregon. The conference location 
is The Heathman Lodge, 7801 NE Green-
wood Dr, Vancouver, WA 98662. Phone: 
1-888-475-3100; www.heathmanlodge.
com. The Heathman Lodge is across the 
Columbia River from Portland.

We recommended that you book your 
room prior to arriving. TAPR has reserved 
a block of rooms at the special DCC room 
rate of $89.00 single/double. This special 
rate is good until September 1, 2010. After 
that you will pay the regular room rate. To 
book your room, call the hotel directly and 
mention the group code Tucson Amateur 
Packet Radio when making reservations. 

e sure to oo  your rooms early
The ARRL and TAPR Digital Commu-

nications Conference is an international 
forum for radio amateurs to meet, publish 
their work, and present new ideas and 
techniques. Presenters and attendees will 
have the opportunity to exchange ideas 
and learn about recent hardware and 
software advances, theories, experimental 
results, and practical applications. 

Topics include, but are not limited 
to: Software defined radio (SDR), digital 
voice (D-Star, P25, WinDRM, FDMDV, 
G4GUO), digital satellite communications, 
Global Position System (GPS), precision 
timing, Automatic Position Reporting Sys-
tem (APRS), short messaging (a mode of 
APRS), Digital Signal Processing (DSP), 
HF digital modes, Internet interoperability 
with Amateur Radio networks, spread 
spectrum, IEEE 802.11 and other Part 
15 license-exempt systems adaptable for 
Amateur Radio, using TCP/IP network-
ing over amateur radio, mesh and peer 
to peer wireless networking, emergency 
and Homeland Defense backup digital 
communications, using Linux in Amateur 
Radio, updates on AX.25 and other wire-
less networking protocols. 

This is a three-Day Conference (Friday, 
Saturday, Sunday). Technical and introduc-
tory sessions will be presented all day 
Friday and Saturday. 

Join others at the conference for a 

14th INTERNATIONAL 
EME CONFERENCE

It is with great pleasure that Al Ward, 
W5LUA; Barry Malowanchuk, VE4M; Tony 
Emanuele, WA8RJF, and the North Texas 
Microwave Society officially announce 
the 14th International EME Conference. 
We invite you to Dallas, Texas on August 
12-14, 2010 for the premier EME event 
of the year. Whether you are a new or an 
experienced EMEer, the conference will 
offer a wide range of technical, social and 
sightseeing activities for everyone.

The hallmark of past EME confer-
ences has been the excellent technical 
presentations and the 14th EME Confer-
ence promises an outstanding technical 
program. Presentations include: 

bodies

TWT Workshop

Radios

1296 EME

WA5WCP/5
Of course no technical portion of 

a Conference is complete without the 
Technical Proceedings. If you would like to 

Friday evening social get together. A 
Saturday evening banquet features an 
invited speaker and concludes with award 
presentations and prize drawings. 

The ever-popular Sunday Seminar fo-
cuses on a topic and provides an in-depth 
four-hour presentation by an expert in the 
field. Check the TAPR Web site for more 
information: www.tapr.org.

Call for Papers
Technical papers are solicited for pre-

sentation and publication in the Digital 
Communications Conference Proceed
ings. Annual conference proceedings are 
published by the ARRL. Presentation at 
the conference is not required for publica-
tion. Submission of papers are due by 30 
July 2010 and should be submitted to: 

Maty Weinberg, ARRL, 225 Main 
Street, Newington, CT 06111, or via the 
Internet to maty@arrl.org.
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present or submit a technical article for in-
clusion in the Proceedings please contact 
Al, Barry or Tony as soon as possible.

We also have several electronic ven-
dors signed up to showcase their wares. 
The vendor rooms will be open all day 
Friday and Saturday. If you are interested 
in obtaining a vendor table, please con-
tact us as soon as possible before the 
conference. 

We will have a hospitality suite and 
registration on Wednesday evening so 
we can get acquainted. The Thursday 
family activities will include air conditioned 
bus tours in the Dallas-Ft Worth area. A 
Saturday night banquet at the hotel with 
a special guest speaker is also planned. 
A short session on Sunday morning will 
wrap things up. 

The Conference Hotel is The Westin 
at the Dallas Fort Worth Airport, which 

s m

s m

offers first class conference amenities 
at an excellent conference price of $89 
USD per night plus taxes. We have guest 
rooms booked for Wednesday night 
through Saturday night. Hotel registra-
tion is now available online at www.star 
woodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/
res?id=0902108016&key=7BF3D.

If you have any difficulties in using the 
online Westin hotel registration, please 
call reservations at 888-627-8617 and 
reference the “EME Conference” to get the 
conference rate. If all else fails please drop 
Al a note at w5lua@sbcglobal.net.

Whether this will be your first EME Con-
ference or your 14th we are looking forward 
to seeing you in Dallas in August. — 7
and good D  ia the oon  Al ard  

A  arry alo anchu  A  and 
ony manuele  A F
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EXPERIMENTAL 
DETERMINATION OF GROUND 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE FOR 
HF VERTICALS (JAN/FEB 2009 
THROUGH JAN/FEB 2010) 
LETTERS (MAR/APR 2010)
Larry,

With regard to the Letter from Rudy 
Severns, N6LF, in the Mar/Apr 2010 issue, 
his “Equation 18” is the same as “Scale (4)” 
(Reflection Loss, dB) of “Table I” in Phillip H. 
Smith’s article on his “Mega-Rule” in S ,
March 1969. [That article is available for 
download on the Members Only section of 
the ARRL Web site. — Ed.] An extensive 
table of “Reflection Loss, dB” and nine other 
function values appears in the Mega-Rule 
instruction manual as “Table II” and as 
“Table 14.1” in Smith’s lectronic 
Applications of the Smith Chart, Noble 
Publishing, Atlanta, GA, 1995. 

Further, with reference to Rudy’s excel-
lent summary article in S , March 2010, 
I’ve already heard two enthusiastic, on-the-
air references to it. 

 7  ames  lsen r    
andon n  ethesda  D 17  w3kmn@

aol.com

Hi James,
Thanks for the kind words. I think too 

many people are taking the S  article as 
gospel when it should be viewed only as an 
interesting set of experiments, which shed 
some light on a few questions. Even the 

 series, which is much more detailed, 
raises far more questions than it answers. 

I was really hoping to encourage others 
to expand on my work (as I expanded on 
Sevick’s) by showing how it might be done.

 7  udy Se erns  F P  o   
Cottage ro e   7  n6lf@arrl.net

A QUESTION FOR QEX 
READERS
Dear Larry,

It has been some years now since pub-
lishing my Dirodyne and Bedford receiver 
articles in .1, 2 I am still developing 
equipment that is radical in design, and as 
such I do tend to come across problems 
that few ever see. I wonder if the readers of 

 can assist me with a problem that I 
have never seen answered in the literature 
before, but which must be seen from time to 
time. Anyway here it is.

I have been using a balanced mixer with 
the Fairchild quad switch type FST3125 IC 
in a direct conversion receiver. It consists of 
four FETs, which simply act as four SPST 
switches. I have used these in direct conver-

sion receivers and at the lower frequencies 
— say below 20 MHz — they work very well. 
From about 25 to 30 MHz, however, they 
introduce weak drifting birdies and other 
noise into the audio. 

I recently went all out to find and fix the 
problem. I used two of the FETs as a series 
switching demodulator. The clock is a very 
clean square wave from a frequency divider 
as used commonly in ARRL literature. I 
decided to look at the antenna port of the 
receiver operating at about 28 MHz, and 
there was nothing unusual there. The nor-
mal carrier leak of about –50 dBm was evi-
dent and as clean as can be determined on 
my spectrum analyser (analyzer for your 
USA readers). No other signal was fed to 
the demodulator for this test. 

When looking from about 300 to 500MHz, 
between the harmonic content of the clock 
there were many spurs that were not quite 
stable but responded to temperature 
changes by a small amount. Typically they 
lay in multiples of 60 kHz at 300 MHz. See 
Figure 1. They were not evident below say 
200 MHz at all. 

These spurs were not on the oscillator 
signal but were generated by the mixer 
itself. I can only suggest that the FETs in the 
mixer, which have a finite turn on time of 
about 5 ns must contribute to the problem in 
some way. It is baffling and I have never 
seen anything about this in print. It has 
occurred in every mixer using FET switch-
ing that I have built. It only occurs at the 
upper end of the HF spectrum. The mixer 
loss only rises by perhaps 1 dB or so, com-

pared to lower frequency operation. 
Has anyone ever had this problem, and 

what is more, solved it? I have done some 
experiments by placing an RC filter to limit 
the rise time of the clock signal. There is 
evidence that it has improved the situation 
at the antenna terminal but the audio noise 
is still present so I am not yet convinced that 
I have accomplished anything. 

In closing, I enjoy your magazine and try 
to read every issue. Perhaps you may be 
able to start a questions from readers sec-
tion, as I am sure that I am not the only one 
doing radical design.

 7  od reen   1  ose ery 
St  edford  A  Australia  vk6krg@
yahoo.com.au

Hi Rod,
Let’s see what our readers come up with. 

I hope we both hear from anyone who has 
experience using the FST3125 switches in 
a mixer circuit. It has been a while since you 
have published an article in . Perhaps 
you would like to consider writing an article 
about your mixer experiments.

 7  arry olfgang  1   ditor  
lwolfgang@arrl.org

Notes
1Rodney Green, VK6KRG, “The Bedford Re-

ceiver: A New Approach,” , Sep/Oct 
1999, pp 9-23.

2Rodney Green, VK6KRG, “The Dirodyne: A 
New Radio Architecture?,” , Jul/Aug 
2002, pp 3-12.

Figure 1—A spectral display of Rod Green’s mixer output.

Letters to the Editor
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